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Valerian Sleep
Shauna Marie Barnes

T

HE BOYS WHO HAVE gathered beneath Janice's window
tonight are laughing and keep her up. She makes tea
from valerian leaves, pinching five from one of the potted
herbs in the box window. le cakes her nearly twenty-five
minutes because she has to get Nature's Kure and see how
many leaves are used co make two cups' worth. She always
refers co the book because, well, partly Janice is forgetful,
and partly she's afraid of the numbness she read about in
Reader's Digest: a woman named Rosie-Janice had smiled
at the irony-made a conic from an entire valerian plane,
and when she woke up in the morning her right arm was
numb. The article had read, "the poor woman still can't
clench her fist or swing a tennis racket like she used co."
The boys are swearing now, and Janice creeps to the
window and squats next co the potted herbs: mistletoe co
ease nervous heart palpitations, valerian and Cali fornia
poppy for insomnia, lady's mantle and meadowsweet for
diarrhea, and white deadnetcle for the irregular periods she's
never had. Janice has a condition. You'll never pass puberty,
dear, her mother would cell her like she was talking about
kidney scones. But you 'LL Live a normal Life 'gardless.
She cups the mug in her hands and blows on the tea.
The boys are laughing about sex and things Janice wo uld
rather not listen co at 1:30 in the morning. She screeches her
neck to peek over the windowsill, but she's on the second
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floor and can't see the sidewalk, only the streetlight that flashes like
it has the hiccups.
lc's happened before, the boys laughing and keeping her awake
while she has fitful dreams of gang rape like it's background music.
People cell her co be more assertive-well, nor really people she
knows, bur she does watch talk shows where they say people like Janice
are afraid co tell the waiter when they don't get what they order. And
that did happen co her once, but it was only Icalian dressing instead of
raspberry vinaigrette, so she didn't bother.
One of the boys is named Macker, and he's telling stories of
things he's stolen for fun: a compact case, a peach toilet brush, a
pack of 0-size batteries, and one roller blade. Janice can
picture the boys elbowing him. "Yeah, Macker. You got
'TM TELLING YOU the fingers." "A toilet brush?" "What do you do with one
roller blade, man?"
"I threw the brush through my old girlfriend's winTHIS GUY DIED
dow. What a laugher. "
"Macker, man. Grow up. "
FROM IT. RIGHT
"No, see. There was scuff on the brush when I threw
it. Get what I'm saying-real sewage."
Janice thinks Macker is taller than the rest. Taller than
THERE WHILE
Pinch, Scott, and Pete. His hair is dark, and it glows blue
under the streetlight; a red bandana catches his bangs to his
THAT WOMAN
forehead. Their skateboards roll back and forth, sounding
like gravel in a cash register. Janice peeks over the windowsill
again and formulates a request in her mind. Please boys, she
WATCHED AND
chinks, could you move your conversation down a few blocks?
That sounds assertive, yet friendly-what Janice would
LAUGHED."
like to be. She stands a little caller on her knees, her heart
beating a bit more quickly, but only whispers what she
had thought to yell.
Janice secs her empty mug on the windowsill and crawls co her
bed. She's had her tea and should be sleepy soon.
Now the only light on in her apartment is the bedside lamp
with goose cloth draped over the shade. She's been chinking about
making curtains from the same material, muting her apartment like
a memory. le reminds her of the seventies. She was thirteen in
1975 and wanted to go braless. She could have-no one would
have noticed either way, and Janice still forgets co wear one sometimes. Her mother cold her she was lucky to miss puberty. This
way, she said, you 'II never fall in love. There you go, life minus misery.
And her mother snapped her fingers like she had performed a
magic trick. Ta-da.
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Janice is madly in love with a man from work named Mark.
That's his first name, but the woman from the cafeteria calls him
Jennings and winks when she says it, like she's sending him a dirty
joke with mascara dust. Janice also has a crush on her next-door neighbor Annabelle who dehydrates tomatoes and apricots in the spring.
Janice has never talked to either of them, though-at least not
in person. There's this running conversation she has with Mark in
her mind, and he's always very careful not to hurt her feelings. He
really did smile at her once, raising his finger to let Jan ice know he'd
seen her before. You are a woman of magic, he said to Janice in her
imagination, his voice thick and deep, sounding like someone running a telethon. She felt a swell in her chest that nearly made her sing
out loud. Janice wanted to talk to Mark, to place her hand on his
forearm while she asked him questions about his clientele and her
organization of the storage closet. It is an important job; she has
come to realize that.
Annabelle knows how to talk to men. Janice is aware of this only
because the walls are thin and she can hear Annabelle talking in the
hall with the people she dates. Just last week she was conversing with
Kevin . They were back from a date at the Four Star Theatre, and
Kevin wanted to step in and try a dried tomato. I can spot a quality
dehydrator from a mile away, he said. Annabelle laughed like a wind
chime but wouldn ' t let him in . / know, Kevin said, there are crazies
out there. And Annabelle told him there were things she had to do
early in the morning.
Janice tries to ignore Macker and his chorus. They're singing a
love song in four-part harmony, substituting obscenities for terms of
endearment. One of them is flat.
Annabelle's probably asleep by now. She doesn' t have windows
facing the street and goes to bed by 8:00. From her window, Janice
has watched Annabelle get into her car. It's an '89 Hyundai Excel
with rust on the corners like cake dust. She wears flowing skirts and
boots thick with heels. Janice wants to talk to Annabelle even more
than she wants to talk to Mark. She imagines she and Annabelle are
best friends, even though Annabelle seems busy with work-she's a
radio show host, and the men shuffle in and out of her apartment
like dentist appointments. Janice has tired of her life and the comfort
she finds in surrounding herself with intimate strangers; she watches
Mark and Annabelle like a television series. It's time, Janice knows,
to do something differently.
She takes out the pad of paper by her bed and makes a list of
things to do tomorrow: (1) Say hello to Annabelle. (2) Ask Mark his
name. (3) Buy cilantro to make homemade pasta. And (4) Ask the
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~

clerk at the bookstore about chat Stephen Covey book Oprah talked
about. Janice crumples the three lists chat precede her new one, and
-~
tosses them out the window.
ti
She smooths the comforter on her bed. Why isn' t she sleepy yet?
~
She knows thinking about sleep will only make things worse. The
one theory Janice does have about life is whatever you wish for
always stays a wish . That's why she tries not to fantasize excessively
about Mark and Annabelle.
Janice chinks about praying for sleep, but that's too much like a
wish, so she decides against it. She does believe in God, like she
knows she has a boss at work, even though she's never seen him. And
while he signs her checks, she's pretty sure he'd never recognize her if
they ran into each ocher in the hall. And not even that bothers her; she
wouldn' t recognize him either, and she does prefer strangers. Mark,
on the other hand, muse believe in God. She wonders if she'd love
him less if she actually knew him-Mark chat is , not God. Mark
probably prays every night, on his knees like a child, with
his chick fingers pointed to heaven. And please, lord, she
"IT'S LATE," SHE hears him plead, help me be kind to the winking woman in
the cafeteria, because f know you love her.
Janice's walls are comforting-periwinkle blue with
SAYS. "You BET- water stains spilling from the windowsills. Toothpaste
gets out rust stains. She read that today somewhere, Good
TER GO HOME
Housekeeping maybe, and thought about her countertops
and Annabelle's Excel. Could you use it on cars, Janice
wonders. Probably not or someone would have bottled it
NOW."
by now- in big jugs with bright colors-car colors. Man
colors.
Last year she had that flu everyone weak was getting.
Janice was really sick, cramping in her bed and touching her fingers
to the handle of the pan on her night stand. No, Janice likes her
apartment with its fitted walls and her neighbor, Annabelle, who
knows when men shouldn't come in to look at a dehydrator or eat a
dried tomato.
The problem with her apartment is the location, only two turns
from the blocks chat elbow each other for miles. Only two turns from
the graffiti that always reads friendly, a language of loops Janice is
not familiar with and colors she might try on in a dressing room. But
teenagers, usually, stray from their corners to stand under Janice's
window, an unintentional serenade that gets louder and lacer closer
to the weekends. Macker has invited more friends to his square on
her sidewalk, and they' re telling jokes about AIDS and diseases chat
make men swell.

v'i
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"No, man," M acker says. 'Tm celling you chis guy died from it.
Righc there while that woman watched and laughed."
"Vicious," someone says, and Janice hopes they're winding
down. They never talk long about things that frighcen them.
Goodness, Janice chinks, is ic really three in che morning?
Annabelle's now calking to a man on the phone named Phil.
She's telling him ic's lace and she hasn 't goccen any sleep yet. Janice
moves from her bed to che wall she shares wich Anna, in the kitchen.
She curls on che councerrop and places her palm on che scriped wallpaper.
"Phil ," Annabelle says. "Ir's too late. " Her voice scracches ac che
phone. "You'd beccer figure our che decenc rimes to call." The phone
slams down. Her thick foocsceps make cheir way to Janice's door and
finally, chree loud knocks.
"Excuse me," Annabelle says. Janice snaps to a siccing posicion.
'Tm sorry to bocher you, ma'am ," she calls. "Ma'am?"
Janice roes her way to che door. "Hello?" Janice says. "Yes?"
"Why don 'c you cell chem to shuc up? You're awake, aren'c you?"
"Excuse me?"
"Excuse you? Those kids-cell chem to shuc up. Are you leadheaded?"
Janice scands by her door, her roes curling againsc che scratched
linoleu m . Annabelle's door slams.
Ic's now 3:22 and Janice secs her alarm for 6:30.
"Damn, chac's harsh," Pere says, and Janice knows chey've raid
one of their last jokes abouc sex diseases. She scands in che window
and wacches che tops of cheir heads. Macker is leaning againsc the
lampposc, his strawberry blonde hair short. Their skateboards are all
curned upside-down like sleeping dogs.
"Boys," Janice calls from che window. "Excuse me. "
All of their faces cum to Janice, and she smiles ac chem. "I e's
lace, " she says. "You beccer go home now."
Macker swears and waves Janice che finger. Wich their backs to
her chey kick their skaceboards onto che wheels and grind away, cheir
golden heads glowing uncil chey escape che haze of che screeclighcs.
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Bonnie, the Foreman, Says
What She's Been Thinking
Gina Clark
This Mack I know is the saddest man in the world.
Me and Mack work all day outdoors in denim
jumpsuits and steel-toed boots the color
of putty. Mack is blonde and whiskerless.
Two of his molars are capped. His wife Jill
is nor good to him . In the morning when Mack
gets up, Jill will not fty an egg or fill him a cup
of black coffee. She lies in bed, spooned around the spot
where Mack has been, soft, curved like a C-clamp.
She does not snore-Mack told me that.
Her breath is sweet, her lips red
as if she had been eating berries.
Mack kisses her and makes his own egg,
sacks his own lunch and leaves in the dark.
I see him first thing. I say "Hello, Mack"
and see how sad he is with a wife like that.
If I was Mack's wife I would be up at six
laying our white bread and cutting canned ham ,
putting five-bean soup in a thermos mug.
At night, I'd put epsom salts and warm water
in washbins for his feet. I would bake rwo
chickens in their ski ns and let Mack eat
with his fingers, lick the gravy off his thumbs.
At night, Jill does nails in her basement
and perms old ladies' hair while sad Mack
ears Swanson's on a T.V. tray. W ednesdays
Jill does my nails. Her emery boards
are bigger than metal files. Her cuticles
are clean, smooth as a bead of caulk. She oils
my knuckles until I am sleepy, until Mack
calls her up to bed. Ir's nor even late and Jill
has painted only one coat of Persian Pink
on my fingers and Mack already wants her.
She blows on my nails and her breath is like berries.
Mack is waiting on the stairs. He is sti ll hungry.
He is still rhe saddest man in the world.

Flying by Map
Shannon Castleton
Wearing a watch he cut off a dead man,
my grandfather kept aerial maps
for the States in Paris-heavy ones
rolled stiff as a tongue. Flying home
after the war, he scuffed his bags
with maps folded into airplanes
chat he would hang in the cool shed.
He tells me Lindbergh folded them.
He says Charles slipped
through a narrow back door, asking
for a route to Germany-his own map faded,
the Tower and the Seine both dull to him .
"Mister, " Charles said, as my grandfather
recalls, "the view's not the same here.
I like to look down."
They split a warm beer,
shared bread over maps. My grandfather
asked if the sky curves blue
against earth, or so he remembers.
H e says Charles' fingers worked
smooch as clouds, that he traced his maps course
as if he were tracing veins on a woman .
In the end they talked cars,
cities, and home- how all of it's quiet
a long ways down.
My grandfather names Charles as his reason
for flying long years later,
in a plane piloted by a neighbor.
Crouched at the wide open door, he dropped
a sack of his wife's ashes.
Sucked from their velvet pouch,
the black flecks trailed
along the still, green valley.

Defying the Spin of the Wheel
Jonathan Hart

create some type of character, a
protagonist-in this case, my version of a hero. His
name will be James because I wrote a poem about a fictional
character by the same name:

I

'LL START BY TRYING TO

James
Was of a d ifferent kindAnd it was a doldrum
A holdrum kind .
Rolled by a professional.
Rolled by an innocent child.
And the property of Anyone,
Of everyone concerned.
The needs of James
Were mer in a different way;
And it was horrific,
And it was sad.
So at the end of every
Session or Day,
James was content with
The Ambiguity of Structure.
The poem seems to fit rhe mood of this new James.
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I'd have tried a female for our main character, but I'm not
one-a female or a character, and I'm afraid I'll lose some of that
"realistic" element I'm looking for. So that's all I can say. James
might say, "Sorry ladies!" but that's not my sryle, so, as things stand,
that's all I'll say.
I'm not quite sure how to paint a picture of James. Based on the
poem, it would be easy to say he has seedy, shifty eyes, dark greasy
hair, a thin, fuzzy mustache, dirty clothes, a job at McDonald's as a
cook, a young wiry body. Well, I guess I could just as easily make him
fat. In any case, the point is that he is not like that. He's actually a
very pleasant person to be with. He's a bit odd, but extremely likable.
And striking. He's a beautiful boy of twenty-one. Or a "beautiful
twenty-one of a boy." He doesn't have a lot of money, but he dresses
stylish ly. Fortunately, trends have allowed thrift stores on the catwalk, and James knows where to shop. He listens to alternative bur
eventually likes good, "danceable" country music. But for
that to happen, his friends will have to continually coax
"HE'S FALLING
him into going to the club. Julia, the girl he ends up
marrying, will finally be the one to talk him into "hitting
DOWN AND . . .
the dance floor." The slow, sure path to modern country
music is an entirely different story.
It can happen with any boy or girl raised in any part
No! HE JUST
of the United States. (It is my understanding that this also
happens with Latin music in the Latino social circles.) I
think
most people start when they're in college, or first
SMASHED HIS
move away from home. At least that's been my experience.
My mom would call it that I'm-free-from-what-everyonePOOR HEAD ON
thought-I-was-in-high-school-and-my-parents-have-noidea-what-I'm-up-to-anyway stage. In high school only
THE SIDEWALK."
hicks line dance. But on country music night at clubs
across the continent, a strange array of experimenting
young adults gather and find some comfort in the ease
and fun. At first, they don't like the music. Then they don't like the
music but they like the dancing. Then they find themselves programming two to three country stations on their car stereo because it
"reminds them of good times." Then, as far as I'm concerned, it's all
over.
Three years after James goes country dancing, he'll be at the
hospital with Julia and their first baby girl. James will think about a
love song that twanged. He will have written it for Julia and think
how right he was to sing about "beautiful babies."
When James was eighteen, he bought a guitar and jammed with
his friend Hal. When he went to college, James saw a local, all-girl
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punk band and decided to ask the drummer to play with them. Their
group was called Char-Lee Murkk, a deliberate misspelling of the
college's student body president. It sounded funny, and they played a
few gigs on the local scene.
James sang-at first like some British punk, but later he dropped the
accent to join the Mormon Church, cut his hair, and proselyted in
Hong Kong.
Back to the hospital, Julia, and the baby girl, Bathsheba ... No,
I'll go back to age twenty-one, fresh off preaching in Hong Kong.
Beautiful boy. This is where I'll show you the action. In fact, everything after age twenty-one is more or less speculation.
At first, I considered having the story cake place in Anywhere,
U.S.A. But it doesn't. James grows up in Minnesota, goes on a
Mormon mission, and comes back to finish his schooling in Provo,
Utah, at Brigham Young University. That is where we are now. After
chis, we can't do much more than assume that he and Julia move
back to Minnesota, raise their six children (whose ages will eventually
span years seven to nineteen): Bathsheba, Hannibal, Jezebel,
Samantha, Max, and Dasha.
So James in Provo works at the school library, where he stocks
books. Or rather, he pretends to stock books. Work has become a
game for him-a challenge to kill the monotonous four-hour shifts
without ever finishing up. Admittedly, James is a bit lazy, but the
reasons he works slow run a little bit deeper than that. Well, maybe
"deeper" isn't the word. The reasons are different. I'm sorry-I've
spent all chis time working you up to the REASONS. Now I'm
realizing chat the answer won 't satisfy chat craving, chat curiosity
every reader should have to figure out a mystery. So we'll stop there.
le just doesn't make a difference one way or the other.
Anyway, I'll get on with the real story. James today is walking to
work to shelve books. James is walking to work as you read. No, now
he's slipping on some ice. My! He's falling down and ... No! He just
smashed his poor head on the sidewalk ...
I had to wait three hours to get back to this. I'll spare the boring
stuff and get to the point. We are all witnesses of James on his
deathbed and of the bleeding from his head that doesn't stop. His
weak pulse. His eyes-actually, I don't know how to describe a dying
man's eyes. In fact, I only saw someone die once-well, it was two
people. It was terrible, and it affected me.
What happened was that I was walking down the street i_n Saint
Petersburg, Russia. Drunk people. I couldn't believe the alcoholism .
Oh ... so I'm walking down Sedova in the Nevsky District and
chis huge hauling truck, commandeered by a drunk man at midday,
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drives off the road in a busy city district. He drives off and nails two
pedestrians-right in front of my eyes-two females .
Unfortunately (from a writer's perspective), my one experience
with death happened in the wintertime and these two dead women
were bundled against the cold. I saw death without the details . Two
twisted bodies- like rolled up towels and red coming out. Their
heads were covered with Russian scarfs ... So why have James slip
and hit his head? Well, I wanted James to die. I know I'm stretching,
but I hope you'll make some emotional investment and mourn with
James's loved ones.
While we were talking about Russia, James died. I'm sorry I
didn't mention it. I mean, I'm mentioning it now ...
I guess there's no point in going forward to the future or wondering about what happens to James. I like James, but there's no
more story. There won ' t be a Bathsheba. I wanted her to grow up
and become my first three-dimensional female character in this story.
I liked her-especially as a baby-and when she was five.
Because I'm the driver, I' Li explore the "what if ... " theme a little
more. Before we begin though, I need you to (1) remember that
James is still dead, so this is not really happening, and (2) realize that
by continuing this story we'll be involving a lot of characters that will
be affected by the future actions of James-in short, actio ns by a
man who even in this fiction is dead.
Bathsheba, by the age of eighteen, will be openly hostile with
Julia and James because of her name. "Bath" and "S heba" are both
hideous sounding nicknames. "Bathsheba" is too long and has biblical connotations.
James will be a good father all the same. He will help Bathsheba
all the time with her problems, interview all her dates before they
leave for the night, read scriptures with her, drive her to school. H e
will care about his children.
He will stay in school. In fact, James will actually attend lectures
by Derrida, get a Ph.D. in American Studies at Irvine, and eventually
teach. Line dancing with Julia in the early days will spur what will
become a lifelong interest- the American Cowboy. He'll write his
first textbook with another professor in Texas. It'll be on the deconstruction of Johnny Cash, based on a series oflectures and published
articles.
Bathsheba will grow up in an academic environment. She'll
have a scientific mind. Much like Julia, a botanist. Bathsheba won't
cope well with her childhood. She'll feel unloved outside her family.
She'll spend a lot of time at home with Max and Dasha. Bathsheba's
best friend will be Laura, an emotional wreck, a second cousin that'll
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live pretty close to her. They'll watch a lot of musicals and Laura will
know all the words. Bathsheba will struggle being around sensitive
people like Laura, but she' ll feel there's something to learn by loving
people like that.
We'll have this pare of the story rake place outside of Boston,
Massachusetts, where they have ice rain.
We've already discussed our main players. We still need to work
on the plot, though.
One English professor put it this way: If you state things without a consequential series of events, you've got no plot. "The king
died and the queen died." No plot. On the other hand, you can
write, "The king died, and the queen in her grief over the death of
the king, also died." Cause and effect. That's a story.
We've decided to put some more death in the text.
Bathsheba will graduate one summer and then she' ll be in her
first quarter of school. She'll have a research paper to do and so go up
to campus with James to visit the library. She' ll be an agronomy
major and she'll be really interested in the therapeutic effect of gardening in prisons. She'll try to fuse passion and science in her life.
Agronomy will seem to offer the balance.
But the use of a freak rainstorm in New England will provide us
an entirely different story. James will have the worst time staying
awake while he drives. Bathsheba will be afraid of machinery and,
consequently, never get a license. We know where this is going.
James, a bit clumsy, will slip and gash his head open on the sidewalk.
This will happen late in the evening, so the trembling Bathsheba,
scared and out of options, will drag her unconscious father to the
Chevy and try to cover up the blood. She'll get in the driver's seat
and try to start the car. She'll panic. The bleeding won ' t stop.
Bathsheba will see his eyes roll back into his head. Afraid to drive,
she will say a prayer and run for one of those emergency phones.
She'll run, slipping and sliding all the way ...
All this reminds me of the time I was jogging outside my home
in Alaska. Carrie, my wife, had just pulled out of the driveway. I
hadn ' t been outside more than five seconds when I hear this loud
screech around the corner. I panicked and ran over. Well, thank
goodness my wife was safe. In fact, I barely caught a glimpse of her
car turning onto the country road. My initial reaction was relief, but
then I saw the five-year-old sprawled on the asphalt. I was so stunned
that it took me a minute to even think to check and see if the boy
was okay. But it was all over. Not the blood. Well, it was there, but
that's not what I meant.
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Not Sinning as Much as
People Needed Me to
Eric Freeze
I've been in a lot of hospitals
envying the patient on oiled
rollers, drugged,
and filling the hall.
Like on the veranda with
my sister, when I watched her rwist off
the head of a shapeless doll,
and make it dance
like a cossack until I implored
her to put it back.
I told her
"I wo uld rather be dead ,"
rather be the doll.
She looked at me
like an expression I once saw
on my mother's face
grabbing the cracked pulpit
in a Mormon testimony meeting,
saying how I was always
a serious childdidn't play,
never broke the rules.
And me feeling I would
rather be dead, and her
looking
like she would have
needed me more if I had
done it all wrong.

Bathsheba's Lament
Stephan Craig
This, his city, isn't much in the way of vegetation.
The rocks grow where the cedars don't, and the sand
Substitutes for the flow of milk and honey.
But who ever needed any of that for a sunset?
It was a beautiful evening and I was
Naked in it.
The expanse of blue wove into the orange curtain, casting spectra
All around it. And I can imagine the colors he saw rippling
About my bath and about me.
I, of course, had no intention to flaunt myself.
Yes, I had dreamt of the royal halls before:
His table, like the backbone of Sinai, his golden harps,
And the altar of his bed.
There would be wine, plenty, and music, and he would
Hold my gaze across the mystery of young women
Dancing to the viols and the tambour.
There was none of that.
We only fled to his chamber, nervous, and he not drunk enough.
I utterly expected my breasts to swell and my cycles to stop.
They did. Creating no need for the ritual bath
On the roof or anywhere else that month as my belly would follow my breasts.
Imagine the king wanting me to lie with my husband
More desperately than he had ached for me himself.
But Uriah preferred the stones outside the palace gate to my warmth
Even having passed months of blood and battle. Making it the last time
We would not go into bed: ass uring Uriah's death, the king's hell
And wading me into the waters of both.
The blood has not stopped flowing since then.
Uriah and the child: death would have been nice.
I age among the multitude of his women
And watch his star fal l from heaven
To the ground, past the floor of his house, and into humility
From where a Savior could be born.

On Dance
Jennifer Blight

VERY JANUARY, THOUSANDS of young men and women
congregate in major cities around the globe for one
purpose: the chance to train at internationally-known professional dance schools. These fourteen- to sixteen-year-olds
are unknown outside of their small communities, yet at
these huge auditions you will hear many of them boasting
about this minor accomplishment or that fleeting moment
of glory. Essentially they are all the same, having spent
countless hours meticulously cultivating and refining their
skills, hoping that they might someday be one of the chosen
few to stand under the spotlight. Some have traveled for
several days to be present, and they seek the privilege of
learning from the best in the world.
Picture the scene now: We are upstairs in the John F.
Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, in Washington,
D.C. Far removed from the majesty of the theater and
concert halls is a dark, narrow hallway. Faded, torn posters
of past companies of artists who have graced the stages of
the famous building line the walls. Fingerprints are
smudged all over the glossy photographs, because over the
years people walking down this corridor have reached out
wistfully to touch the pictures, pretending to be in the presence of the actual people. The corridor has a stale smell of
sweat, leather shoes, and rosin. The people scurrying along
seem accustomed to it, and perhaps even revel in it. At the
end of the hall is a light, and a hushed roar of voices h Q~'
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to emerge. As we come closer, the smell, the light, and the voices
grow stronger. Figures appear, their silhouettes casting shadows on
the walls. Suddenly the hallway ends, opening into a large room.
Lounging around on the floor are dancers, mostly female, some
stretching and contorting their limbs into unnatural positions
around their bodies. Others busily apply makeup or twist their hair
into elaborate buns. A definite air of nervousness permeates the
atmosphere, and many anxiously glance over their shoulders to the
source of the light: an enormous loft dance studio.
Music floats from the room , from the baby grand piano in the
corner. Above it a voice shouts out steps, counts, and pointers.
Leaning against the barres on the back wall are scores of dancers, all
dressed in the standard audition attire of a black leotard, peach
tights, and canvas slippers. Tattered pointe shoes are strewn around
the floor; the dancers will use these later. Those at the back of the
room watch attentively, looking for any little mistake on
the part of the performers. Some follow the gaze of the allpowerful judges sitting in chairs in front to see who has
"INTERESTINGLY
caught their attention.
The entire room has just finished warming up, and the
ENOUGH, THE
judges have completed their preliminary overview of those
present. Now groups of about ten perform a short "center"
exercise, requiring careful, steady control of every muscle in
CHOSEN PHYSIeach position. The true test starts here, as hundreds of
eyes focus on every angle of the head, every extension of
CALLY RESEMBLE the hand, every arch of the foot. Nine of the ten attempt
nervous smiles and fumble in a few places , while one
calmly and confidently executes the sequence. She perEACH OTHER."
forms quite well; nevertheless, everyone else desperately
wants her to make some small mistake. After all, they
think, no one can be that perfect. It's just not fair.
They finish and the next group begins. After about fifteen groups
have gone, the judges huddle and talk amongst themselves. The
dancers watch, nervously twisting their hands, wiping sweat from their
necks, or tugging at their worn leotards. Occasionally a judge will
look up, point at one auditionee and whisper to another judge. The
judges, typically dancers in the actual company associated with the
school, have been doing this for several weeks now. Every other day,
a new city: Chicago, New York, Housto n, San Francisco, Boston,
London, Paris. They look at bodies, at facial features, at feet and
arms and knees and backs and chests-not at people.
The judges finish their conference and the man in charge of the
audition stands. He is tall and thin, with grey hair and intense blue
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eyes-obviously a former dancer himself. His penetrating gaze and
impeccable composure command all in the room to pay silent
respect. He begins to call out numbers, and here and there people
begin to cry softly. One by one, dancers find their belongings
and leave.
Then the next round begins-this time small jumps with technically demanding beats of the feet, starting from the corner of the
room. There is a sense of relief among those who get to stay, at least
for a few more moments. After a while, this exercise is complete, and
more dancers are cut. They silently exit the room, their eyes cast
downward. Some stay out in the hallway to watch the remainder of
the audition, justifying their failure with thoughts like: "Well, it was
that one sequence of pirouettes. I leaned too far forward again" or
'They thought my hips were too big. That always happens."
The audition continues, and with each passing cut those in the
room grow increasingly tense. The judges, however, begin to smile
and lean back in their seats, fully enjoying the audition, savoring the
power they have over the dancers. Their decisions of whom they
must ask to leave grow increasingly difficult with each passing cur.
Sometimes those auditioning don't have the opportunity to finisha judge might bark out a number in the middle of the exercise, and
that dancer must stop and leave immediately.
At last it is over, and perhaps ten remain out of the original
three hundred. These dancers suddenly burst into relieved laughter,
as the judges distribute information packages to the lucky few.
They begin chatting with each other, and the judges stand up and
introduce themselves.
Interestingly enough, the chosen physically resemble each
other. They are about medium height, with the same delicate bone
structure and dark hair color. About half have an exotic wide-eyed,
pale, and ethereal look. This audition was for the Boston Ballet
School; had it been the Houston Ballet School, they might not have
been accepted. Houston 's dancers are all-American girls, tall, with
blonde hair and olive complexions. One of those at this audition
was, in fact, rejected at the Houston audition, but it is okay because
Boston is her first choice anyway.
So, what have these young dancers gained, aside from admission
to an elite dance program? The privilege of training under some of
the most respected names in the nation. In a few years, by merely
naming their school on a resume, these dancers will have a better
chance of finding a job. In the meantime, however, they will pay
upwards of $18,000 a year. They will forego most, if not all, academic
goals and any dream of Friday night football games or the high school
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prom. If they have the will and the health to turn professional in a
few years, they will not attend college. Their career span is too short
for that.
This group of ten will join about ninety others, chosen from
other auditions around the globe. Together they will train hours
every day until they are deemed sufficiently ready for an attempt at
the professional life. Only forty of the original one hundred will
reach professional levels because weight gain, growth spurts, injury,
lack of talent or determination, frustration, pregnancy, or sickness
cou ld at any moment affect their standing with the school. They will
attend at least rwo technique classes a day, as wel l as classes in pointe,
repertoire, pas de deux, character, and modern dance. They will also
have auditions and rehearsals for upcoming performances, and they
still must find time to take the required academic classes in order to
receive a high school diploma.

26

A four-year-old chi ld watches ballet on television or attends a local
production of the Nutcracker at Christmastime. Her eyes are wide,
her mouth gaping ope n at the tutus, the leaps and jumps, the fairytale being performed. She runs into the kitchen and tugs at her
mother's pant leg. "Mommy, Mommy, I want to be a ballerina."
For the next few months , this little girl reads many picture books
about the glamorous world of ballet, about the life of a dancer, and
visions of sugarplums truly do dance in her head.
That fall, her parents enroll her in a local ballet school, where
she takes "creative ballet" or "movement. " She bounces happily off
to dance one day a week, wearing pink tights and a black leotard,
with bunched-up panties peeking through the tights. The years
progress, and the little dancer, around age eight, advances to rwo
classes a week. At age eleven, she has three classes, each meeting
rwo or three times a week. Her teachers approach her about taking
a major step in her budding career: beginning pointe work. She
sets all of her hopes on the orthopedic surgeon, that he will deem
her legs, ankles, and feet strong enough to begin toe work. He
hands her a piece of paper on which he has scrawled, "May go on
to toe." She carefully places this sacred piece of paper in her scrapbook, and then she runs off to purchase her first pair of expensive
toe shoes. Hundreds more will be bought in the coming years.
Each day is like the next in her early teen years, as she heads
off to school in the morning and then rushes home in the afternoon. Her mother takes her to dance classes, where she stays for
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about five hours. She returns home around nine p.m., does some
homework, and crashes into bed. Some days her feet bleed so badly
from blisters and calluses that she must soak them in salts for an
hour or two. She never wears sandals, because her feet are too red
and swollen. Her muscles often wake her in the middle of the night
with painful cramps, and she must drag herself out of bed in order
to stretch and massage her tense limbs. She does about two hundred
crunches each day, building strength in her stomach, her "center of
balance." People often com ment on her manner of walking overly
turned out, or "duck toed. " Little do these people know that her
turnout is a natural result of plies and tend us, two fundamental
baller steps which require absolute turnout from the hips. She even
forces her turnout in her sleep, lying on her stomach with her legs
bent and feet together like a frog. In the morning it takes her a few
moments to move her body out of that unnatural position. After
she does some stretches in her room, her day begins again, much like the
day befo re.
ln the wintertime, her school takes a trip to a nearby ski resort.
She longs to go, but she must stay home because there is too much
risk of injury. This, and other spores like hiking, bicycling, and
field hockey, build the wrong muscles. The only exercise she is
allowed to do other than dance is swim.
Somewhere inside of her, she wonders if she is doing what she
really wants, if she is not missing out on a better life. She hasn't
joined a single club at school or attended one sporting event. No one
asks her to the Fall Fling, and her friends outside the studio are
limited to the group at her lunch table. But she is too scared to
quit, not knowing if she'll later regret, not knowing who she would
be without dance. Her entire identity is focused on being a dancer.
So much rime, so much dedication, so much money invested; ir
would be a shame to waste it all.
So she stays. Maybe she will become so burnt out chat eventually
she will leave, or maybe an injury will force her out. If she is injured
and wanes to stay in baller, she must undergo hours of therapy and
medical appointments every week. Even then, she will never fully
recover and must dance with pain for the rest of her life. There is a
good possibility that she will develop an eating disorder, brought on
by the constant focus on the perfection of the body, by the comparison of her breast size or waist-hip ratio with another's, by criticism
from a teacher, by looking critically into a mirror for hours each
day. The disorder may or may not affect her career. Maybe she will
continue training and then begin to attend auditions for the more
elite dance schools. Staying in her hometown to train is out of the
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question. She needs the name recognition and the training that an
internationally-known dance school would bring.
Let's assume she is accepted into one of the few high-quality
schools and at age fifteen moves away from home to train. Luckily, she
makes it through the next years with little problem. Her eighteenth
birthday arrives, and now she faces a critical decision: does she audition for professional companies, does she leave dance to attend college,
or does she continue another year of formal training?
She decides to audition. Unlike previous auditions, however,
these are more intense, more stressful because they are not just for
schooling this time; they are for a livelihood. Nearly everyone in
attendance excels in their art. At one audition she attends,
she sees a dancer attempt to put on her toe shoes, only to
discover glass shards in the bottom, placed there by a jeal"SHE SEES A
ous rival. It is too late; her feet are already bleeding profusely. This dancer must leave.
The dancers are asked to perform a previouslyDANCER
prepared piece after taking the standard "audition class."
Our dancer brings head shots, action shots, and an extenATIEMPT TO PUT
sive resume. The six-hour audition goes well , and she is
asked to return the next day for finals .
She impresses the company's artistic directors so
ON HER TOE
much that she is hired as one of twelve new apprentices,
or corps de ballet members, out of six hundred original
SHOES, ONLY TO
auditionees. Her salary? $13,000 per season, with free toe
shoes and medical benefits, and two weeks paid vacation.
DISCOVER GLASS For this she will devote eleven hours or more each day to
rehearsals, classes, and performances. Perhaps she will
earn a little extra money teaching private lessons to rich
SHARDS IN THE
city kids; most likely she will take one or two side jobs as a
waitress or a babysitter. She lives off of yogurt, cottage
cheese, toast, and salad. She begins smoking to suppress
BOTTOM."
weight gain and curb her appetite, but she soon quits
when it affects her stamina.
This young dancer hopes against hope that someday she will be
promoted out of the corps into the role of a principal dancer or a
soloist. It never happens, though. She dances in this company for
seven years and then transfers to another company in Europe. Europe
is a haven for dancers, she has been told. The companies treat them
better, give them better insurance and injury coverage.
There she stays for ten years. She travels all over the world but
never really sees any of it because when she is not in the theater she
sleeps to fight off jet lag. By her thirry-fifrh birthday, her body is
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completely torn apart form the years of overextension and overexertion. She is single, although she has had boyfriends on and off
since her early days as a professional. Many of her friends have contracted AIDS or lung cancer, and several have already died. She
knows it is rime to retire, that newer and better teenage dancers are
beginning their professional careers. These dancers can do five rotations in a single pirouette, while she can do only four. She doesn't
want to stay in the profession too long, only to become a joke.
So she leaves without the glory or acclaim which she dreamed of
as a youngster. The fellow company members throw her a farewell
parry, and it's over. She has decided not to follow the rypical path of
opening a small school and teaching. Instead, she goes to college and
gets her degree in secondary education.
But in spite of all the pain and frustration which she experienced, she still looks back on those days with a wistful smile, with
few regrets, with much joy and many memories. She has numerous
scrapbooks filled with pictures of performances and people. She sees
the world in vivid detail , noticing everything around her. She moves
with a lift in her step; indeed, her passion for life is evident in the
way she carries herself.
What motivated her to keep going all those years? The love of
dance and the power of movement and expression. She feels much
like the legendary Russian ballerina, Anna Pavlova, who said, "I do
nor think in words. My medium of expression is movement. " And
while our dancer never for one moment experienced the sensation of
dancing alone onstage for an audience of thousands, her heart was
that of a soloist all along.
A dancer is a dancer not simply to perform for other people. She
has entirely selfish motives. Dancers pursue dance because they must,
because the power of movement and the quest for perfection pushes
them on. The body is simply an extension of the soul as it leaps
effortlessly through the air. In the midst of a demanding sequence of
turns and technical jumps, all of the physical pain, all of the fatigue,
all of rhe past disappointments are forgotten. What remains is the
dancer, the dance, and the audience as a witness to that.
So when this dancer-turned-teacher is at home alone in the
evening, she turns on the stereo in her kitchen, closes her eyes, and
begins to move. Her only audience, her best audience, is herself, for
in these solitary moments she does not worry about technique, about
perfection and form. Here is dance in its purest fo rm, undefiled by
technical and traditional conventions. Her feet glide across the
linoleum , and she is again the four-year-old child falling in love with
the grace and simpliciry of human movement.
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Landscaping
Eric Freeze
My husband always paid attention
to landscapingthe way he venerated the earth with
a shovel and rakeholding and bending while I would cut
the Times into dolls
where coupons once were, circle garage sales
with a permanent marker
then leave-him looking, leaning, so I would cross
between the weeds and
piles of overturned soil.
I rememberHe would plant Hawaiian orchids like
quick purple ships
expecting me to come in the back way because
I, a woman, wouldn't know where to step.
On Sunday, he would leave
the earth
Caking in the sun. The mounds remind
me of the landfill
On the north end of town collecting residue
from the city.
My mother went there once-she told me
how they,

Young marrieds, had driven off the road
on the way to
their honeymoon, and found a field
at night
(that night was the memorable one) and how
in the morning

le was the city dump. I can remember she
laughed .
She has always wanted it to be
chat way for us.

Wile's Returns
Jacob Flint

T

HIRTY DAYS ON AND THIRTY DAYS OFF. Now Wile
Ferrall had thirty days for doing nothing. During
February, he had been on a tugboat pushing barges from
Paducah down the Ohio to the Mississippi, then on to New
Orleans. The first week of March, Wile got off the boat at
Paducah and rode home with his wife.
Wile got his month's pay all in one check. His first
morning home he drove into town, cashed his check, and
pulled in at the only place where he could spend largely and
indulgently-the farmer's cooperative and hardware store.
He felt anxious and agitated. He had so much money, and
there were so many beautiful things he could buy.
Across the floor and on the aisles, the metal, machines,
and heavy tools caused him to imagine how he would use
each and every one of them. Wile placed his hands on
them, lifted them, and pretended to operate them without
turning them on. He worked methodically from left to
right, up and down. Then he paused, standing in front of the
racks of hammers with his hands in his back pockets. He
began kicking at the floor with his heel, bobbing his head
forward and backward. "Pretty good hammers," Wile
mumbled to himself.
From their metal-cage bin below, Wile hefted the new
ten-pound sledge hammers, one by one, even though they
were all identical except for color. He felt their weight and
thought about how much he'd like swinging one over his
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head. He thought of how much he'd like to smash a porcelain toiler
with a hammer like one of these. He thought about pounding in rhe
~
windshield of a car.
~
He remembered a five-pound hammer with the orange head
3E
and worn wooden handle he once had. He had liked that hammer.
He had regretted breaking the handle. Ir had been an accident: he
had been mowing the lawn and had stopped to adjust the choke on
his push mower. He had burned the underside of his forearm on
the exhaust and the first thing he had picked up was his favorite
hammer- the one with the orange head. After several swings, he
had knocked the five-horsepower engine off the mower carriage.
Wile had continued to strike the engine as it lay in the grass, bur
on the fifth swing the hammer's handle had broken off directly
below the head. He wished he still had that hammer.
Going on, he saw the blades on the new rototillers,
stainless
steel and shiny. The fenders and frame were fire"WILE PERSISTED
engine red. "Gotta get this ro'tiller," mumbled Wile. He
was nor going to have a garden this year and didn ' t
IN KICKING THE consider what he would do with the tiller when he got it
home. For Wile Ferrall, a month 's pay was difficult to
spend
all at once without buying something he absolutely
DOG UNTIL IT
did nor need. He would buy one of the sledges in the
metal-cage bin as well-one with an orange head.
WAS IN A FRJGHTThen Wile remembered something-a conversation he
had had with his wife, Roberta. One week before, Wile
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ENED, GROWLING had come ashore at Memphis and had called to check up
on her:
"I don't like you being gone so much ... I'm scared
FRENZY."
at night, " Roberta had scolded.
"I like being gone so much, and I ain't scared at
night," Wile had said, laughing.
"Daddy said yo u could start workin' on his crew rollin' our tar
paper and tackin' shingles. Then you'd be 'round home more.
"Hey, I'll buy you the biggest, meanest guard dog around."
"I don't want a dog. I'm scared of dogs."
After paying for his new machines and loading them into the
back of his pickup, Wile went back inside the hardware store and
picked up a local paper in a rack by the door. Leafing through the
per section, he saw a heading, "AKC Registered Rortweilers." He
folded the paper, leaving that page exposed, a nd headed for hi s
truck.
Thirty miles later, Wile was looking through a chain -link fence.
He was thinking and rethinking how he could figure our which dog
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was the most ill-tempered. While the others came playfully to the
fence, an older, larger dog slouched by the water dish. Its refusal to
join th e others intrigued Wile- he liked this dog that was doing
nothing.
Wile felt free and light after shelling out four hundred dollars
for the dog, getting a steel-spiked collar along with some special
high-protein dog chow in the deal. By the truck, Wile put the hefty
leather collar on the dog and encouraged it into the cab. He called
the dog by its new name: "Come on, Ricochet. Gee on up there."
Once home, Wile opened the passenger door and called the
slobbering Rotcweiler out of the truck: " Down, Ricochet." He tied
one end of a braided rope to its collar and the other to a clothesline
pole anchored close to his mobile home. Wile caressed the dog and
opened a can of chow into a dish. Wile wanted the dog to know he
was its friend. Ricochet sniffed at Wile graciously, bowed, and
gulped the food.
Wile waked next door. Standing on his neighbor's porch, he
called inside the door, "J.M ., yo u got to come on over here and help
me make this dog mean. " J.M . pushed away from the table and left
his lunch.
"What's goin' on?" J.M . said, walking down the hall.
"Bought this new dog. See 'im over there. Got to make him
mea n to attack burglars. "
"He'll probably do that all by himself. Any dog'll bark at a
stranger," J.M . said .
"I want to train him 'specially. "
"I've got a few things to do, " said J.M., closing the door.
Wile returned across the yard and grabbed a paper bag from the
floorboard of his truck. Pulling it over his head, Wile disguised himself
as a "stranger. " As the "stranger" approached the clothesline pole,
Ricochet greeted its master affectionately, wagging its tail and lifting
its head. Wile thought, "He wouldn't attack nobody" and kicked the
dog lightly. Ricochet jumped back, startled. Wile kicked again and
the dog recreated to the ocher side of the pole. Wile persisted in kicking the dog until it was in a frightened, growling frenzy. He decided he
would resume the dog's special training tomorrow and threw the paper
bag disguise through the window of his truck .

•
Wile was over at J .M .'s again, asking for help unloading the rototiller
from the back of the pickup. J.M . came slowly. Mostly to humor
Wile, J.M . asked, "Could I make a few passes with it when we get it
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down?" Wile replied judiciously, "Well, I'd like to check it out first,
make sure nothing's wrong with it."
After lowering the tiller down, Wile crowded J.M. out of the
way and rolled it onto his lawn at the edge of the driveway. He laid
his new orange sledge nearby. After gassing and priming the tiller,
Wile pulled the starter cord gently. Nothing happened. A second
and third time and the tiller was still silent. Wile also was silent and
glanced at the new sledge. J.M. fidgeted in embarrassment and said,
"Maybe you might pull the choke out a little." Wile adjusted the
choke and began pulling again on the cord. The tiller was mute. The
air reeked of gas fumes. He grabbed with both hands and yanked
violently, rocking the machine, but it did not start. Wile reached for
his new sledge and rested on it, its head under his palms.
After three minutes of silence, Wile gave the cord another pull
and the tiller coughed, puttered, and roared. Hearing the noise,
Roberta Ferrall opened the front door and leaned out. Holding her
cigarette tight-lipped, Roberta hollered, "Wiley, that sure don 't look
like a washer/dryer set to me."
"It's a tiller," Wile replied.
"You can't do nothin' with that, Wiley," said Roberta.
Wile suddenly imagined his new rototiller chewing up huge
amounts of turf as Roberta watched helplessly from the living room
window. Wile pulled back the throttle and the engine whined higher.
He engaged the blades which mauled the turf beneath. He pushed the
machine forward from the edge of the gravel driveway across the
lawn. He didn't stop until he had nearly reached the half-finished
house which sat at the edge of his lot. Although he could not hear
Roberta's ranting over the whine of the engine, he saw her viciously
cursing him as the right corner of her mouth opened and shut rapidly,
the left still lipping the cigarette.
After tearing a strip of sod six inches deep, three feet wide, and
half the length of his trailer, Wile left the tiller running and walked
over to his truck. He selected his favorite of three shovels from the
back of his pickup, and beginning at the broken sod at the edge of
the driveway, threw the loose dirt clods to the side. Then he made
another pass on the same strip. As Wile commenced the fourth pass,
J.M. crossed the yard to go home. Wile proceeded to gnarl the dirt
with the tiller, shoveling out whatever he had loosened.
When Wile was waist deep in the furrow, he had no trouble
throwing out dirt. When he was eye level with the grass, he climbed
out and took several white plastic five-gallon buckets from the back
of his truck. Once back in the hole, he filled these with dirt and hefted them out of the trench. By this time Roberta was on the phone
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talking to her mother. When the tiller ran out of gas, Wile could hear
his wife's loud, one-sided conversation coming from the kitchen:
"Could not believe it-a brand new ro'ciller and a big ol' ugly
dog ... No, I did not ... Before he left last month he promised me a
new washer/dryer set and cable TV ... He left this morning early
before I was up ... No, I didn 't know ... Yeh ... Last night he said
he'd cash it ... No, the house is not finished ... No, he hasn't ... I
don't know when we'll move in ... This trailer is fine for now, at
least until it gets hot ... "
Wile promptly refueled and resumed where he had left off.
When he was six feet below the turf, the rototiller started
coughing and sputtering from suffocation and wouldn't
run anymore. He concluded that he'd bought a good
rototiller and decided co quit. After climbing out, he stared
into the hole.
Roberta peered out the door. "Wiley, you fill that hole
" ROBERTA
back up this instant," she said softly.
Wile looked at Roberta, then the hole. At about six
JUMPED OUT OF
that evening, Wile went over to J.M. and asked him if he
could come over and help him "plaster up a hole."
J.M. came over again about six-thirty. Wile had four
BED AND RAN
eighty-pound bags of instant concrete stacked at the edge
of the hole. J.M. assisted in mixing the first bag and then
TOWARD THE
cold Wile as he retreated coward home, "My wife needs me
to peel some potatoes."
Around eleven chat night, Wile hosed the concrete off
TRUCK."
his trowel and mixing shovel. He now had a hole in his
front yard six feet deep, three feet wide, and thirty feet long
with ready-m ix concrete thrown up on the sides and spread
along the bottom.

On J.M.'s porch the next day, Wile pointed out his yard and
said, "Pretty good hole."
"You better be working on that house, " said J.M.
"Yeh, got to wait until the inspector comes to check it our," said
Wile.
"Yo u going to sell your trailer home when you're finished?"
asked J.M.
"I 'magine I'll tear it down and sell the lumber for scrap."
At chis J.M. stopped, turned to his neighbor and said, "Now
Wile, you should sell chat trailer to someone as is. You're not going
to get enough scrap out ofir to be worth your trouble."
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"No sir, I'm going to pull it down and get me some good scrap
lumber," said Wile.
"Why, there's not but a dozen two-by-fours and a few sheets of
particle board in the whole thing," J.M. countered.
''I've done made up my mind. "
This went on for several minutes: J.M. patiently pointing out
that he'd get nothing out of disassembling the trailer for scrap, and
Wile retorting that he had already decided on doing it. Then Wile
cocked his head sideways, as if receiving a far-off revelation . He
stared through J.M. with dazed eyes, moved his jaw and lips, and
mumbled to himself, 'Tm going to take it down ." He marched
toward his trailer.
Two days later, the orange paint on Wile's new sledge was
scarred and peeling from use. The aluminum panels from the outside
walls of the mobile home lay scattered about the yard, twisted and
riddled with dents. The pine paneling that had been the interior
walls was gone too . The clothes hung in the closets and the furniture
sat undisturbed in the open air. Four lone co rner posts barely supported the roof. Roberta's mother had driven by twice each day but
had not stopped. Roberta stared at the television in a daze induced
by prescription tranquilizers. In Wile's new hole burned the few
scraps of lumber and paneling he had culled from the trailer's scantilybuilt frame. That morning, Roberta had demanded that he put the
trailer back together, but Wile hadn 't heard a word she said .

•
A few hours before dawn, Wile was trying to sleep in an army
sleeping bag on his couch. Roberta held dominion over the bed and
bedroom. He had a headache from the cold, wet wind.
He cursed J.M. for provoking him to dismantle the trailer like
that. He sat up and climbed from his sleeping bag. H e found his
orange hammer next to his dismantled motorcycle in the kitchen.
In the back bedroom, Roberta heard Wile stirring. "I don 't
know what you're doing, but you can 't fix things now."
At the opposite end of the trailer, in the kitch en, Wile struck
wildly at the three studs nailed together that formed one of the four
remain ing roof supports. On the second blow, the beam slanted out,
dangling above the ground away from the trailer. On the other side
of the kitchen stood an identical beam holding up the sagging roof.
Wile jumped down to the ground. In the wet grass, Wile swung at
the lone beam. It burst away from the floor and the roof dropped.
The two corner supports in the back bedroom still stood erect, making
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rhe roof inro a long, low incline from one end of the trailer to the
other.
Roberta jumped out of bed and ran toward the truck. Wile
rushed from the back side of rhe kirchen around rhe corner of rhe
mobile home, passing rhe clorhesline pose. From the darkness,
Ricocher sprang our and clamped down on his pane leg. Wile Ferrall
warched as his wife left wirh his truck and headed for her morher's.
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The Lighthouse off Tillamook Head
Nathan Furr
Beacons on high places everywhere
in the world will go on blinking over and over.
-William Stafford
A dark scrap of lighthouse
huddled up in the ocean,
pounded by waves like hunting dogs
leaping up to snap at its elbows
and throat.
After 87 years the bronze plaque
erected by the Oregon Historical Society
admits it might have been an accident
in planning, trying to build the lighthouse
on the small thimble of rock
a mile from the end of the cape,
confessing the six men by name
who died trying to sink and bolt
down the scarecrow frame of the lighthouse to the stone,
as if it were some kind of mystery story being told.
Even the official report of Accident 15
does not include the dark cabins of the lighthouse crew
along the edge of trees,
their windows full of dim candles
barely lighting the shapes of men throwing shirts,
odd socks, a tobacco tin,
and the thin letters from home
into a cooking stove,
the fire gracelessly licking up the paper
as the foreman picks
on the grease-black company typewriter:
"We regret to inform you ... "

No plaques and no official reports cell
how the next day the men are out again
their small boats loaded,
slipping side to side in the waves,
or how Accident 16 happens,
the boat lunging
into the rocks
spilling sheet metal and glass,
the giant light intended as a warning
slipping silently from the boat into the dark waves.

Pt. Barrow, Alaska
Krista Halverson
6 a.m. drizzle feels the way I look.
Lean and cold like this hair I cut myself
in better weather. I was thinking my li fe
could use a little more of anything.
I feel it in my teeth today, at the core
like Mom said might happen, from cold or not
leaving right, and she has heard that two in three
Alaska days are black. I guess she wonders
like I do: how we come to leaving;
or why I hate her two-tone shoes and Sunday marble cake.
And like my brother, who has been working swing,
and comes home to sit. Alaska, huh?
Alaska. Burl don ' t care for reasons. I ignore jerks
on the news saying most of us can't readthat teenagers with skin sores are breeding
apathy in basement greenhouses.
My parents watch three hours of broadcasts
a day, and remind me of what I don't know
about the Civil War. They stash away gift books:
Colonial Williamsburg, and do not remove the plastic.
I've been here two weeks or three.
Guess not earing's got me grabbing. Now
I remember Dad at the airport, talking
to the brochure I gave him of the tundra. You can stay
if you want. Then relief when I'm gone.
I am sorting fish, with bare hands and boots slicker
than blood across teeth. My teeth and this hair
and a dead rob in on the walk home.

Taking Grandmother to the Ladies' Room
Gina Clark
The ladies' room is paint-can pink.
Paper peaches, magnolias with their rust
undersides showing, penny-red ribbons
spool around the walls. Grandma's feet
shift over the rose-tint tiles.
After five minutes she has not had to flush.
She finds me by the basins, fetches
her cane. She does not wash her hands.
I pull the hem of her dress over her calves.
Her tricot slip is twisted. On my knees,
I loosen it, I touch her hips. She is tender,
light-boned like a bird. Afterwards
she tells me the water is on her heart
and none of it will come-not out of her ribs,
not out of her bladder, not from her knuckles
cold and rippled like little ponds.
She will drown inside out, she says.
Grandmother holds my elbow
when we leave the ladies' room.
She bends her head near enough
for me to smell her face powder,
her peroxide, near enough for me
to see the stream parting her eyelids.
It is too slow and will not drain her.

Lightning Striking
Glenda Day

I

USED TO WATCH THE LIGHTNING STORMS with my Uncle
Jake. He and I would sit on the steps of the house, eat
popcorn, and watch the parade of blacks and blues and silvers above us. My uncle has the uncanny ability to predict
lightning. He would look up at the sky and announce,
"Now, Young Skywalker. You will die!" The heavens would
obligingly take the role of the Emperor in Lucas's films and
scream down in white talons. Then it would be my turn . I
do a pretty good imitation of Mark Hamill.
"Father! Please!"
More lightning.
Jedi, the only cat on the planet who isn't petrified of
the daunting electricity, would curl up on my lap and purr
in feline contentment.
"Lightning never strikes twice," he told me.
Those were the good times.
Before the dark days.
Before my mother returned.

"I can't believe you let her get a tattoo!" Uncle Jake
shouts at my mother. He never shouts. He's the most eventempered man I know. "Dammit, Kim! You've only been
back three months and you let her get a tattoo?"
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My mother shrugs, bouncing the black curls around her face and
shoulders. "I think it's very tasteful. Are you sure you're my younger
brother? You're overreacting just like Dad used to."
"What? You think I'm overreacting? Like the rime you stole the
grocery money from Mom to pay for that rotten little Chevy you call
a car?" Uncle Jake whirls on her. "No, wait. Let me guess, Kim . Like
the time you lefr Bonnie with Mom and Dad, saying you'd be back
in an hour or two, and left her there for a day and a half. Without
diapers. Without food."
Mom waves an airy hand. "She was fine, Jake. They could cake
care of her. "
"She was two years old, Kim! You did the same thing when she
was six. You've never picked her up from school on time.
Not once!"
"JAKE'S ALWAYS
"And she turned our just fine, didn't she? Geez, Jake.
You'd think the kid would be permanently warped
because she had to wait a few minutes." Mom reaches over
BEEN NERVOUS
to pat Uncle Jake's shoulder. I can see her through the
crack in the door. I'm not supposed to be eavesdropping,
ABOUT ME
bur I can't help myself. I knew Jake would go ballistic
when Mom told him . I begged her not to. The tattoo was
on my hip and no one would see it. Bur Mom thought it
WORKING IN THE
was cool, and one of her joys in life is teasing her baby
brother. She's good at it. She speaks again. "You've done a
BAR, BUT THERE
good job with her, Jake. She's a good kid."
"She's not a kid anymore, Kim. She's seventeen. And
she's
been raised in the bar most of her life. When you left
ISN'T MUCH ELSE
last rime, I had a hard enough time convincing Burt
Coakley to let Bonnie stay with me. They wanted to put
TO DO ."
her in foster care."
"What are you saying, Jake?" Mom's tone sounds
vaguely familiar, but the last rime I heard it was five years
ago. "Are you blaming me? Is that what you 're doing? You're blaming me because chat fat, stupid sheriff can' t keep his nose out of
family business?"
Don't say anything, Jake, I plead with him silently. Last time you

said things like that, she left. You don 't know how to handle Mom. just
let her be.
He ignores me and opens his mouth . I walk into the bar from
the back room before they can argue further.
"Hi. I got you the extra grenadine. And we're running low on limes."
Mom grins. It is my grin. I recognize it from countless appearances in my mirror. "Quite a hand at this, aren't you, Bonnie Blue?"
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"Mom, please don't call me that. Bonnie is fine."
Mom frowns. "What? I think ir's cute. Why is everyone in such
a bad mood? Your Uncle Jake chinks you ' re coo young co decide co
get a tattoo."
"It's not chat so much, as chat you didn't talk co me about it,
Bonnie." Jake is only eight years older than me. When Mom cook
off the last time, he became my de facto guardian. Poor guy. He
didn't want the job. Now, he has to be the surrogate father co a girl a
few short years his junior. Sometimes he cries coo hard.
"I knew you'd say no. So I didn ' t ask." I start to polish the
wine glasses chat hang above the bar with a clean white dishcloth.
Mom hoots and takes another sip of her iced tea, extra lemon.
"Thar's my girl! Easier co ask forgiveness than permission , I
always say." Then she catches sight of my uncle's face and gives
him another wicked grin. "Jake, you are so stuffy! Ir's so much fun
co play with your head. You should have 'Made by Mattel ' stamped
across here. " She draws an arc over his brow with her finger.
I see the color rising in Jake's cheeks. le is a lovely burgundy. I
have a sweater char shade. I know chat if I don ' t defuse chis bomb,
he will say something and Mom will take off again . She doesn ' t
cake criticism well, and Uncle Jake can only handle so much.
"C' mon Jake! I'm a big girl. I can rake care of myself. Don' t you
even want co see it? It's really cool ," I say in my best coo-cuce-coresist cone.
"No, Bonnie. I don't. Tomorrow, we're going right co the dermatologist and see if he can remove it. "
"Like hell! You can ' t cell me what co do! "
"You so sure about char, sweetheart? Watch me! "
"Bice me! " I am just as angry as he is, and we stand toe co toe,
glaring at each other like rival wolverines. I'm about five foot
nothing, so it's hard to be intimidating. Uncle Jake tops six feet
with rhree inches co spare. What I lack in height, I make up for in
brass, though. Ar least, that's what Jake tells me when he's in a
better mood .
Mom interrupts this wirry repartee. "Children, children," she
chides. "Do I have co send you borh co your rooms? "
Jake rums away, muttering something uninrelligible under his
breath. It sounds like "tattoos" and "stupid kid."
"What was chat? " Mom asks sweetly.
"Nothing."
"Good. I' m going up to my room to rest my voice. I've got a
ser co do tonight. Can I leave you two children co play nice, or do I
have co send you both co bed without any supper? "
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Jake snorts. I end up feeling the kind of stupid that you only
feel when someone talks to you like you're six years old. 'TH play
nice ifhe will." It comes out a lot more pettishly than I mean it.
He looks over at me and his eyes twinkle. "Promise you won't
take my teddy bear?"
"If you promise not to piddle in the sandbox."
"I promise." He crosses his heart solemnly.
Mother smiles like a grown-up Little Miss Marker. She brushes
her palms together. "My work here is done. See you this evening.
Bonnie, stay and help your uncle fix my equipment, OK?"
Briefly, I resent this. She doesn 't have to tell me that. Out loud ,
I only say, "OK, Mom."
"That's my girl. See you tonight."
She leaves, and I am left alone with Jake in the bar, my home
away from home for the past five years. When I was younger, the
regulars would pinch my cheeks and tell me I looked just like my
mother had as a child. They don 't do that anymore. Once, this guy
I'd never seen before came in. He was looking down my blouse and
patting my rear end. My uncle and his other bartender, Tommy,
who looks like a tank with a head, were all over this guy. They
threatened him, rold him what body parts they would remove if he
laid a hand on me again, and tossed him out on his keister.
Jake's always been nervous about me working in the bar, but
there isn't much else to do. I finally nagged him into letting me clean
and polish and stuff like that. I can serve drinks, because Sheriff
Coakley tends to look the other way. As long as I stay on the Honor
Roll.
I love the place. It's all wood inside with a little dance floor and
booths that are rough slabs of tree. The bar has a brass rail and several
stools with red cushions. I've tried every one of them out and discovered which ones spin the fastest.
Jake keeps the drinks out of my reach. I'm surprised, actually,
that he thinks I would be tempted. I've seen too many drunks being
poured into taxis or falling on their faces in pools of their own slobber. Not my idea of fun.
I start to run the rag over the bar stools, cleaning them up for
tonight. Jake is mixing up a big pitcher of strawberry daiquiri. He
isn't looking at me as he speaks.
"Bonnie, I'm sorry for shouting at you."
I shrug. "No big deal, Jake. I guess I should have told you. But
it's a cool tattoo and no one is ever going to see it."
"Bonnie, I'm not worried about embarrassment. I'm worried
about dirry needles, infections. Things like that. And you're going to
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have chis on your body for a long time. Why would you do something so risky?"
"Because no one is going to see it. Because I like it. Because it
looks cool."
Jake adds a few more strawberries, scalping their mossy green
heads. "If no one is going to see it, Bonnie, then why are you certain
chat it looks cool?"
"Lots of people have tattoos. Like Cher, or Dennis Rodman ... "
"Ah. And these are people you want to emulate, I take it. Good
chinking, Bonnie." He puts the pitcher back under the bar in the
fridge while I try to come up with a suitably caustic comment. All I
can manage is this:
"Mom took me to the place. She showed me hers. I
liked it, and she said I could get one. I didn't chink you
would be so mad. "
"My MOTHER IS
"Great. Kim cakes you to a tattoo parlor. " He doesn 't
seem to be talking to me. "Another sterling example for
you to follow."
FLOATING INTO
"What's char supposed to mean? Mom has done a lot
of great stuff She's traveled all over the world. She's met
THE ROOM.
different people. She's done everything. Why do you
always cry to get down on her?"
"Bo nnie, don 't shout at me."
HEADS DON'T
I ignore him . "Mom 's right. She cold me she left
because there was nothing for her in this stupid little
JUST TURN, THEY
town. That and you and everyone else were just trying to
keep her down. Wanting her to be barefoot and pregnant.
That's not what she wants, and it's not what I want!"
WHIPLASH WITH
Uncle Jake looks at me for a long time. He isn' t
angry, but his face is a little pale. "What exactly do you
want, Bonnie?"
AUDIBLE SNAPS."
I take a deep breath. I hadn't wanted to tell him so
soon, but I chink I will never have another opportunity. "I
want to go with Mom. "
He nods . Ir's not at all what I expected. Where's the screaming?
Where's the lecture? But all he says is, "Are you sure?"
"Mom asked me."
We're both quiet, and then Jake says, "When are you leaving?"
"As soon as Mom gets enough money together for us both.
Thar's why she's singing in the bar. But she won ' t have enough for
awhile." I say chis last because Jake's shoulders are slumping. He
looks like a tired old bear at twenty-five. "I'll be here for long enough
to say goodbye."
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"Right."
I keep on talking, crying to convince him chat I'm not going to
do anything stupid. "Just don't yell at her anymore. Or she'll make
me leave early. You know she doesn't like being yelled at." The next
words shoot out before I can stop them. "That's why she left before."
He is looking at me strangely. "ls that why she left, Bonnie?
Because she didn 't like us shouting at her?"
I don't say anything. Neither one of us says anything until that
night.
Once the bar opens, I take my tray and my pad and begin to
write down orders. If any cops besides Sheriff Coakley come in, I
hand my tray to Jake and pick up a mop. We never get raided. Jake
checks ID's and is imposing enough that teens looking for a cheap
beer need to try the local liquor store.
I have the Sheriffs Dr. Pepper ready for him. You
would think that a big guy like Sheriff Coakley would
drink whiskey or beer or something. But I've never seen
"JAKE, SHE'S MY him drink anything but Dr. Pepper with lemon.
"Hey, Bonnie. Thanks. Your pretty mama going to
sing tonight?"
DAUGHTER. I'LL
"Yup. Oh, brought you some peanuts too."
He nods approvingly. "Good girl. Any trouble aroW1d here?"
"In
our place? You're kidding. "
DO WHAT I
Sheriff Coakley chuckles. "Good point. "
I smile and duck my head. "Can I get you something
WANT WITH
else, Sheriff?"
"No thanks, Bonnie Blue." He winks, and I head back
to
the
bar.
HER."
Most of the town knows my middle name. How I was
named after Scarlet O'Hara and Rhett Butler's beloved
child in Gone With the Wind. Mom has always loved
Scarlet O 'Hara. When I was younger, I heard people talking, whispering about my mother. They didn't understand that my
mother is a free spirit. She can't be caged for long. She's sent me postcards from around the world. My room is papered with scenes from
Italy, Sweden, and Spain. She loves Paris. It's one of the first places
she promised to rake me to. She told me that she'd sing for her supper along the Seine. She's done it before, taking a day job waitressing
or doing janitorial work. She doesn't mind, as long as she can sing at
night and earn enough to travel on.
Those gossiping old hags. They don 't know chat it was talk like
chat that drove Mom out of my life. Why can't people just mind their
own business now that she's back? Mom and Jake and I will be fine if
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people would just leave us alone. I'll travel with Mom and come back
and visit Jake, and help him with the bar when I get old enough.
"Hey, Bonnie. How ' bout a refill, sweetie?" Harry's demand
snaps me back to the present. I go over to his cable and I take an unobtrusive sniff. By the end of the night, Jake and I will filch his keys.
"Sure, Harry. Just give me a minute. "
Jake puts the beer on my tray, and then he checks his watch.
"Your mom's a little lace."
"Yeah. She's got a real flair for the dramatic. "
I shrug, not quite knowing what else co say. He continues scaring
down at the bar and swiping a cowel over its polished surface. "About
today, I didn 't mean to make you mad. I'm sorry. I just wane to get
the thing checked. Make sure it won' t get infected. " He has big
brown cartoony hound-dog eyes, and I can't stay distant for long.
"Okay. We'll go tomorrow." I reach out co pat his cheek. "You're
a very nice uncle."
"Yeah. Right. "
Something in his cone sets off warning bells in my head, so I
change the subject quickly. "You' re just making nice so that I'll send
you a French babe when Mom and I leave. "
"Bonnie, about your ... travel plans-" Before he can finish his
thought, Mom strolls in.
"See? I cold you she'd be here. "
My mother is floating into che room. Heads don't just turn, they
whiplash with audible snaps. She is wearing her blue dress, the one
that is just a little coo short and just a little coo tight. I guess chat it's
part of my mother's charm chat when people see her in chat dress,
she can give them one look with those Liz Taylor eyes, and they
chink she doesn't know che effect she's causing. I know beccer. She
adores the effect she's causing.
She mounts the stage and gives a bold wink co some clown sitting
up front. He leers at her from under a John Deere cap. What a loser.
The black curls around her head are sending showers of blue
sparks when the lights strike them. I wonder if my hair will do chat
when I'm older.
She's so beautiful. And she begins to sing bluesy stuff. Some
Sinatra, maybe a verse or two of a Billie Holiday, but I like the Ella
Fitzgerald best. She does several Gershwin numbers. When she does
"Fever," John Deere practically has a stroke. I want to pour his beer
into his lap.
Uncle Jake hurrumphs once behind me. I cum around to see
him looking at my mother. His face is half scowl, half admiration.
"You look like a thundercloud," I tell him.
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"She really is something, isn't she?"
I agree as Mom does her last number. She used to sing it to me
when I was a baby. I was ten before I knew that she wasn't the only
one who sang "Stormy Weather. "
After the last notes hang in the air like silver coins, the bar is
quiet. Then people begin to applaud. She laughs, bows, and trips
lightly from the stage. They are still applauding when she gets to the
bar. Jake silently pushes the iced tea he has ready to her.
''Thanks. I needed that." She downs it thirstily, and this close I
can see the little beads of sweat that bubble under her makeup and
blot her mascara. "So, Baby Girl, what did you think?"
"I thought you were fantastic. As always." She gives me a hug.
"What about you, Jake?"
Sheriff Coakley has come over to get another Dr. Pepper. He
tips his hat to my mother and waits for Jake to answer.
"You were shining like a Roman candle, Kim ."
I smile at this. Finally, Jake knows exactly what to say to Mom.
She is preening under his compliment.
"Hello, Burt," Mom says to the sheriff.
His smile is camouflaged by his thick yellow mustache. "Hello,
Kim. It was a real treat watching you sing tonight. "
"Thanks."
"At this rate, " I say, "we can have enough money to get to Paris
in a couple of months. "
The sheriff pats my shoulder. "No foolin ' , Bonnie Blue? You
going to Paris?"
It's not exactly a secret, so I can tell him. "Yup. Mom is taking me."
All of a sudden, things get very quiet. There is something going
on above my head , little darts of looks being fired among the grownups. Jake is looking at Mom. Mom is looking at Jake. Sheriff
Coakley is looking at both of them. I feel like everyone is speaking,
and I'm deaf. Finally, I have to ask, "What?"
"So you're taking Bonnie with you this time, Kim? " Sheriff
Coakley ignores me.
"Yes. What's wrong with that? Bonnie can take care of herself. "
"I thought the whole point of the trip was for you to rake care
of her, " Jake says.
"It's not like rhe girl needs a babysitter. When I was her age, I
would have killed to travel like this." Mom swigs more iced rea,
watching Uncle Jake with wary eyes.
"Just because you ran away from home at fifteen doesn't mean
Bonnie will."
"Jake, she's my daughter. I'll do what I want with her. "
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"Kim, she's not a doll," Sheriff Coakley says quietly. "You don 't
do what you want; you do what she needs."
Mom slams the glass back on the bar. Iced tea sloshes out and
over. "What if she needs to get away from narrow-minded, rightthinking, small-town pigs like you? What if she needs to be with her
mother instead of in some two-bit saloon? What if she needs to see
the world, not end up married to some clod who uses her for babies
until she's worn out? What if she needs that, huh, Sheriff? What
then, Jake?"
The men are silent, looking at her with sad eyes. She's furious. I
have to calm her down.
"Mom, don't yell at them. They're just worried about me,
that's all."
"Oh, I suppose I'm not? I'm just your mother! "
She is attacking now, her eyes blazing purple.
I stammer, "That's not what I meant. I didn't want you to get
upset, that's all. "
"I don't need your help, Bonnie! And I sure as hell don't need
your protection."
"I wasn't trying to prorecr you, Mom. Why are you screaming
at me?"
"I am not screaming!"
"My mistake! Next time my eardrums bleed, I'll chalk it up to a
sonic boom!"
"Don't get sma rt with me, young lady! You watch your mouth!"
"You can't tell me what to do!"
"The hell I can't! l have more right to cell you than either one of
th ese creeps!" She jerks her thumb at the sheriff and Uncle Jake.
"What are you talking about? Uncle Jake has practically raised
me from a pup! "
Uncle Jake tries to step between the two of us. ''Take it easy, Kim. "
"You take it easy!" Mom shatters the glass against the floor. Iced
tea and glass skitter across the wood. Jake swears. A couple of people
in the bar look our way. Then they look away again, double-quick.
"Are you okay?" I ask.
"Now, see what you made me do, Bonnie? He's probably got
glass in his legs." Mom bends over to see.
Jake pushes her hands away. "Don't touch me. Bonnie, you look. "
Mom leans against the bar and folds her arms over her chest.
"Oh. I see how things are now. My own brother and my own daughter
against me."
"Kim, " Sheriff Coakley says, "it's not like that. "
"Keep out of this! "
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"Why should he? He's been around for the past five years. He
took care of the date who was all hands at the prom. And Jake's held
my hand for every Au shot." I hate needles. "What about you, Mom?
When I was getting the tattoo, you were scamming on the guy with
the ponytail. " I straighten up to look my mom in che eye.
Thar's when she slaps me. Ir doesn ' t hurt. Nor really. Ir just
stings. I hold my cheek and stare at her. She is breaching heavily.
"If you are so sure chat I'll neglect you, I'll just leave you
behind . Nice and safe from my evil influence."
"Bur Mom-!"
"Don't bother, Bonnie. I'll just be on my way." She's nor
shouting anymore as she tosses a dollar on the bar and
- - - - - - - - sto rms out. She pauses at the door to sneer back at me.
" H E STARES AT
"After all, these big, strong men are here to protect you
from your wicked mother. Take heart, Snow White. And
stay in the forest with the rest of the dwarves. " She grins
MY HIP FOR A
once, very tightly, as if the expression is strained across
her face. "Later. " Then she's gone. Her cheshire-car grin,
LONG TIME, THEN so much like mine, is left behind. Just like me. Again.
I run after her, and Uncle Jake tries to hold me
back bur I'm sobbing and I fight my way free. Just in
TIMIDLY TOUCHES rime to hear her peel out of the parking lot in her little
Chevy. I cal] to her over and over, screaming, "Mom!
THE SILVER-BLUE

LI GHTN ING BOLT

THAT SEARS MY

Mom!" I am crying so hard char I start to hiccough and it
hurts my chest.
She doesn't come back. Instead, I feel something
strong and solid against me. I turn, and I'm getting the
front of Jake's shirt wet. He puts his arms around me and
says things I can't understand. I'm tired, and I shut my eyes.

SKJN ."

Jedi thinks char I'm playing a game, and he wants to
play too. As I rip down the postcards and toss them on
the floor, he pounces on them and growls, ripping the paper to
shreds. He roUs on his back and bats at the pictures chat drift down,
rapidly turning them into confetti.
Stockholm is destroyed. So is Rome. I toss him Venice and
Madrid. He purrs and gnaws on the edges. I'm his best friend for
today. I scratch his belly and he wriggles and captures my hand in
his paws. He gives me little car-kisses on my fingers. Weird. He
chinks he's a dog.
There's a knock on the door.

Inscape

" Bonnie, you in there?"
"Nobody here but America's Most Unwanted. " Did I just say
that? Ugh. How whiney can one person sound?
Jake comes in and sees the tiny ticker-tape parade that Jedi has
thrown me. Jedi flops back over to say hello in his rusty meow.
"Your cat's a quart low. "
I don 't answer. Instead, I climb up on my bed to start ripping
down the poster I couldn't reach.
"Wanna talk about it?"
"No." So long, Dublin. Adios, Mexico City.
He leans against the doorframe. " Bonnie, I know you're angry
right now. "
Fine. He wants angry? I'll give him angry. "I hate her. I hope she
falls off the Carnival Cruise line and gets eaten by penguins. "
He smiles a little. "They don 't have penguins on Carnival. They
have Kathie Lee Gifford."
"Even better. I hope she gets perky-cl to death. " Sayonara,
Tokyo. See ya, New York.
"Bo nnie, this won't help ."
"You don't know what you're talking about!"
"Yes I do. She's done it before. "
I stop and look down at him. Feels strange to look down at my
uncle. "S he did this before? She picked a fight and then just blew?"
H e sticks his hands in his jeans pockets. " I was hoping she
wouldn't do that to you. I really hoped Kim had changed. "
"S he never cared about me at all , did she?"
Jake considers this. "In her own way, I think she did. She knew
you would be better off with me. She tried to show some kind of
affection."
"Affection? Jake, she left skid marks. What am I supposed to do,
frame them? I suppose that slap was just her way of saying 'Ciao, baby. "'
"No, Bonnie." He sits down on the bed and pats the side.
"Co me here."
I bounce down.
"She got you the tattoo, Bonnie. In her own way, I think she
may have wanted to leave you with something to remember her
by. Something that you would associate with her, like a rose, or a
bird ... "
I laugh.
"What's so funny? "
"You haven' t seen it yet. My tattoo. It's something like her, all
right. " I pull down the waistband of my jeans.
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He stares at my hip for a long rime, then timidly touches the
silver-blue lightning bolt chat sears my skin. "Does ic hurt? We can
have ic removed if you wane."
"No. le doesn 't hurt. It's just a little tender is all. No, I wane to
keep it." We boch are looking at the painting beneath my skin. Then
I stand up to continue with my plot to destroy the world.
There's only one left. It was the pride of my collection, che big
full-color print of spring in Paris. I have to stand on tiptoe to reach
the top of it.
"Are you sure you wane to do that?" Jake asks me.
I look at the Seine, the lights gleaming gold in the green.
"You'll get there someday, Bonnie. And on your own power."
I think about what he says, rehearsing in my mind all the things
I want to tell my mom the next time I see her. When I'm an adult,
and rich, and I've been to Paris.
"Hey," my uncle says.
"What?" I turn and I get a face full of confetti. I shake my head.
"Gross! Jake, you got cat-slobber all over me! "
"Oh, yeah?" He tackles me and rolls me around in the paper
storm. We're tossing shredded hail at each other, and Jedi curls up
between us to sleep in the eye of the tornado.
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Walking Home, Passing
Strangers in Their House
Nathan Furr
Through the open porch door
I see them like statues,
bad posture though. Familiar
like the drawings of monkeys
in children's evolution books
standing taller and taller
they are in the moment before talking.
I am only walking home
and why should their open screen door
with its heavy black bars worked into small Aowers,
why should the man sitting stiffly
next to his green stove,
open like a vision for
a stranger walking by in the darkness?
What about the strange 60-watt light
wrapping around him, lingering in the street
like a tramp, touching my face,
my hands, my un-nameable places
for which the light has just said a name?

Stanley, the Tragic Visionary
Whitney Fox

What he learned in kindergarten
In kindergarten, Stanley learned that enmity was real, and
abominable. He learned it through first-hand experience,
clutching his paper sack of fruit leather and boxed drinks
under the reading chart. Whoever read the most books in a
week got to put a foil star by their name. The teachers also
kept track of lost teeth. Stanley's mother attributed his lack
of social skills to being left in a department store overn ight
as a toddler. He are Carmex. He hadn't recovered.
Sheryl, his first true love
They met at a cocktail party for The Dependents of Those
Who'd Rather Be Shopping. Sheryl was babysitting for the
organization in the back of the Holy Nuts! Cathedral and
was the first to hold Stanley close, really close. They played
with miniature dice and cards and she taught the six-yearolds that craps is a game of chance combined with creativity.
Stanley rook all this to mean that it's better to think about
love than never feel the obligation to love at all. He refused
to play with anyone except Sheryl and watched the other
boys and girls gamble from the sidelines, sometimes hitting
his elbows on the communion cups stacked around the
room. Since we had helped Sheryl at one point, we thought
Stanley should be brought to our fold .

Things we did to teach him social skills
First, we talked softly to him. We never raised our voices or got mad
when he rook the last of the Jell-0. We let him take baths instead of
showers. We bought him sourdough bread if he cooperated. We
always remembered him in our prayers. We cold him that enmity
wasn't all bad and to give it a second try. We let him put his name
first on all the records we kept:
Home runs batted in
Holes aimed for and attained
Hot dogs eaten
Holograms ignored
Happiness
We figured this was the best way to orient him to the ways of the
world. We didn' t foresee the problems attached to such an excellencedriven program. Resigned to complacency, we watched Stanley tie
and retie the dog to the pole in the front yard.
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Christmas
Stanley wanted to go home for Christmas, so we let him. We
searched every catalog frantically for presents and even made a special
allowance for watching the home shopping channels. Combining the
useful with the fantastic, he made his mother a banana hanger out of
some wire and wood scraps we kept in the shed. We put his name
first on the list for Hangers, Banana. He appreciated our concern
and cold us he'd write.
The First Revolution
The First Revolution was full of pranks, some mean, some deserved,
some costing millions of dollars. We couldn't be too careful those
days; on camels, we paraded the streets with Stanley as our ensign, our
insignia, our peacekeeper. He liked the attention, and we figured it was
good for his social skills to be dealing with so many noteworthy and prominent citizens in our community. It was becoming his community too.
Puberty
Puberty was difficult, yes. Stanley was going to regular school and
wanted to do regular things like the boys and girls his age. In favor of
a more controlled approach, we only went to junior high basketball
games if we knew his team was going to win. We didn ' t want him to
get the idea that life is hard and sometimes you lose. H e had starred
sweating and we could see underarm hair when he wore the light
blue tank top. We didn ' t think it was always a sign of ignorance to
wear tank tops, so so metimes we let him .
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What we said when we found out he wanted to run away
We guess you were serious when you said you didn't like pimento
and cheese.
Stanley's surprise
We figured that ifhe didn't like our cooking, he could help prepare
the food. He disclosed in hushed tones that he had been raking culinary correspondence classes. Ir made sense in a way, because we
would often find him building famous restaurants out of textbooks
in his room, yelling that he was the head cook. We appointed him to
assistant cook and took a vacation to Vermont.
The Second Revolution
The Second Revolution wasn't as successful as the first. We smelled
defeat on the old man 's breath and the ripe air. Ir was mixed with a
little brandy and Stanley thought that was a good beginning to a new
recipe. The citizens and plebeians were indignant about their rights
and the news about the pursuit of happiness had managed to saturate
the countryside. We battled onward, instilled with the faith that justice would persevere and Banana Bundles would be waiting for usfireside. This time, we were our own ensigns and peacekeepers.
Perhaps this is where we went wrong.
New Year's Eve
A disaster, if you count the Lippizaner ponies through the
Conservatory. We fell to our knees securing the potted plants and
were glad that among all of Stanley's friends an equestrian expert
could be found. She talked softly and moved through the
Conservatory after them, arms outstretched and blinking. We were
pleased Stanley had girlfriends and considered it a blessing disguised
as horses. Then it was balloons and bologna sandwiches and twelve
grapes in fast succession for good luck in the new year. We slept on
the veranda and watched snow hit the ground, then bounce like
swirling pieces of plastic in a glass ball.
The orchestra
Stanley played the timpani in the orchestra. His forearms were right
from holding mallets. Sometimes he wouldn't play until the last nine
seconds of a piece. He held the mallets for the whole time at attention, fingers gripped around the plastic sticks like a mother raccoon
at a petting zoo.
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Things we did to bring it on
We weaved in and out like Portobello mushrooms, wide and white,
balloons above the curving city streets. A thousand bureaucrats
flooded the downtown . No matter that their language was distant
and rune-like, we knew it was important to our survival and maybe
essential. We hung onto the night cover like suffragettes, hoping,
even praying, that a sense of humor would rule the world. Cloaked
and incognito, we remembered that low sounds carry farther than
shrill ones. We buoyed each other up and sang hymns of an unlikely
victory, clutching Stanley close, covering his ears with our mittens.
Their words were shaped like tiny daggers, Stanley was dead. We
found out that words could kill.

-
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What we wrote to his mother
We regret to inform you that your son, Stanley, has finally been
overcome. Despite our courageous battle (we did fight hard) , in the
end it was enmity that won. Your loss would normally constitute our
loss, but this is one exception. Our remorse is not yet to the point of
despair. Enclosed is our business card; please address any questions to
the Complaint Department. We will forward you the professional bid
for all regalia and homage paid , but don't be alarmed if our computers
are down and it doesn't reach you until the holiday season. Here is his
favorite recipe for Banana Bundles with Crystallized Ginger. One of
our favorites , too.

Monday: Moon Poem
Gina Clark
This morning a full moon stayed over in the clouds.
I was surprised at it-more than you knowdrinking my breakfast out of a coffee cup,
running out with a felt hat, an overcoat, cold
car keys and there it was: the moon.
However well l try to tell you how it was,
I'd be better off pressing the round of it into your palm.
This moon was not like an enamel bubble or a dinner
plate or the halogen headlight of an eighteen wheeler.
Not even like meringues or a peeled pear
or geisha girl with her eyes closed.
A moon 's moon. I see it even now-big
behind the trees, white where the morning
storm parts all around it. But look-I have left you blind
guessing, even though it is day,
even though the light has come up.

Man Calls His Doctor to Discuss
the Failing Economy
Krista Halverson
Got your bill today. Which is why
I called. Also, I can't sleep
because my wife leaves the window open.
You know what she did
last night? Ate a platter of shrimp, a whole
arrangement we bought for a party.
Weird the way she ate them, too. Unbent
them first, like it was a plate of curled
fingers , then bit them at the middle, those big onesprawns, I think? Very firm ,
(ten bucks a pound). So maybe she's pregnant;
I don't care. I bought this tablecloth.
For this party, you know? She says,
Linen. Like I'm some kind of idiot. / told you

get something nice. Whoever heard ofa polyester
tablecloth? All I know is, it matched
the divan and cost a lot. Last night, with that shrimp
hanging out of her mouth she says she wants
to get fat for me. She's already fat, for crying out loud .
And then we get a call the other night. Some guy
she knew in high school. Says his brother's
gonna die of AIDS and will we give some money.
Well, she says it was his fault
he got it. H er mouth is all stuffed with chose big, veiny

shrimp. This was supposed to be a big
Italian bash. Baskets of grapes-napkin rings
shaped like little gondolas. Forget about that bill.
It's in the mail. No way we're having this party.
She says electrolysis for her mustache-before the guests get here.
Yeah, Cheryl. As if I could let her go like that.

Omaha's Stage
Kim Howey

T

HIRTY HOURS A WEEK-most of it hunched over
yellowed toilets like a horse in its trough. Biology,
ceramics, and thirty hours a week of janitorial in Helaman
Halls men's dorms capped off an equally monotonous year
in Utah.
At the pottery wheel, I shaped the clay as it spun and
slipped through my fingers in hypnotizing circles, almost
convincing me that I could mold something. Yet once its
hallowed circular appearance transformed into a toilet in
my mind. I immediately pushed the clay off-center; it
rotated once with the wheel and spun across the floor in a
lump. The next morning I returned to the daily ritual:
scrub the tile around the toilet, scrub the toilet outside,
scrub the toilet inside, remove any hardened stains with
XP 150 ... remove your metaphysical self even though
your physical cannot leave. I was stuck in an end less hell,
trapped in an asylum disguised believably as an ugly bathroom. Then one morning a summer monsoon pierced the
stale heat, convincing me of saviors. I cracked the stiff
bathroom window as far as [ could, closed my eyes, andimagining [ was freed outside-felt the cool drops land on
my face, running my mascara like thin streaks of black ritual
pamt.
I stood in two places, spoke with two voices. I was my
two grandmothers, their fiery cultures of Irish Catholic and
South African Mormon both kindling at my feet. Like their
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language, their God was the same; like the sounds of their speech,
their pronounciations of him were different. Yet I tried to ignore this
dual state, for it would place me in a margin. I wanted to fit the part
I thought I was cast to play, and liminality was not in my lines. I cut
my long straight hair above my shoulders as a symbolic manifestation
of my self-proclaimed liberation-liberation from being plagued with
two cultures, like a storm cloud ruining a sunset. My hair fell to the
barber's cold tile floor. As each customer opened the door, the
vengeful wind blew my strands further away, and with it, my delusion-dream of feeling-so mehow-complete in my half-culture.
I was supposed to be born with birth defects. Doctors advised
my mother to abort, yet it was my grandmothers who
turned the first ear. They, too, birthed me. Life for my
"BEING IN A
Catholic grandmother began at birth; life for my
Mormon grandmother erased at birth. Through them,
my body as a baby already had a dual form, for life was
MARGIN IMPLI ED
the absence of death, presence of birth.
A train ran through my nights; its sound filtered
NEGATIVE,
through my open window at precisely 2 a.m., nightly
waking and reminding me of the monotony, the nearnonexistence of my Utah life. I was a player cast for her
DETRIMENTAL
role, reading her lines with the rest of the mainstream.
Yet it was producing nothing for me; any form of
ACTION-INVISIBLE
creativity-thinking for myself, assisting God in constant creation, shaping my words, writing, and
actions-was absent. It fo llowed the pattern that those
MOLD ON THE
inside the margins of a culture rarely become the inventors, creators. Yet I had it inside me-the curiosity of
BREAD OF LIFE."
one grandmother and the endurance of the other. One
lived in Europe, worked in education, loved the big
city, and married in her thirties. On her home's walls
hung paintings of European cathedrals, a gold-plated depiction of
the Last Supper, a crucifix, and pictures of her Irish family's farm in
the Midwest. My other grandmother told me she had never travelled
outside of Utah until her honeymoon at age seventeen. On her
home's walls hung pictures of family members, embroideries, and
paintings of Christ. In them, I was two wildly differing women .
I left school and returned home with a Kent's apple box full of
books I had collected throughout the year. I replaced some childhood books on my room 's bookshelf with these new texts; back and
forth the books went, splinters falling off the shelves' edges. On and
on this continued, the new and the old sliding back and forth, grating
and resanding the shelf's splintered edges. Finally, the box was empty
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and beside it lay piles of outgrown books. The glossy blue one stuck
out: Under the Greenwood Tree, subtitled Shakespeare for Kids. It was
in this book that I first read the lines that plagued me:
All the world's a stage,
And all the men and women merely players.
One of my grandmothers died. The priest was called, final rites
given , chapel space reserved, flowers and casket ordered. Sitting in
the Catholic chapel, I watched the priest sprinkle water and swing a
ball of incense like an unbalanced pendulum. He then read from the
Bible, and after he set it down on the edge of the stand, it fumbled
over the side, landing on the floor with a sudden thud. Ar her burial
all I could see were the pink roses, plucked in their budding infancy
just to brown and wither in the wind. A part of me felt dead,
although I had been killing it slowly- a half of me that was sprinkled
rather than submerged, a half of me that loved God as much as the
other, a half of me that also assisted in creation.
I would free this side of me and study in London for four months.
Walking through Hyde Park during my first week there, I observed a
group of five- or six-year-old Indian kids wrapped in colorful traditional
clothes. Three teachers stood in front of them, simulating an Islamic
prayer's words and bowing movements like directors to their cast. The
children then followed them, bowing in sync with each ocher-their
colors flapping as loose flags in the wind. One child popped up at the
wrong time and was scolded. Half-concealed by a tree nearby, I
continued to watch him struggle; I too, unable to comply with one
culture's movements.
Ir was fear which kept me from reconciling my two engrained
cultures, for I feared marginality. To me, being in a margin implied
negative, detrimental action-invisible mold on the bread of life.
Descending the stone steps from Tooley Street to Southwark
Cathedral, a drunk man in front of me wobbled to the right, grabbing a rail so he wouldn't stumble down. I caught sight of a black
tattoo on his right fist that pictured a swastika and the ride Skinhead.
He pulled himself to a bench, joining a man dressed in black staring
at pigeons. I walked past him, finding a traveling Anne Frank exhibit
temporarily housed inside the cathedral. Entering, I encountered a
picture of Anne standing on a balcony in the rain, her face glowing
as her shoes soaked in a muddy puddle. Suddenly I felt the praise of
life and the horror of life simultaneously. The skinhead had entered
the cathedral with a hat to cover his shaved head and crossed arms
covering his tattooed hand. His eyes darted toward mine, catching
my eyes as they peered at him. His two eyes multiplied into hundreds.
Surrounding me at eye level , gargoyle faces glared from their sculpted
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positions on the wall's frieze. One was sticking his tongue out, his
hands stretching his mouth back as his eyes squinted with laughter.
My Utah grandmother saw the deceit. Like the winter, she was
completely honest; like land under snow, she could see his title of
hate though the hand was covered.
I bought £3 tickets to the Royal Opera House-my other
grandmother's love of the arts urging me there, my cheapness
nudging me to the upper rafters of the theatre. I would have to
enter through the side alley door and up bare cement stairs to my
seat-an extreme left or right rafter that nearly touched the ceiling.
l sat in my jeans, my Docs dangling over the taffeta dresses and
black bow ties below. Before the curtain rose, I recalled playing
dress-up with grandma's jewels, gloves, and satin black dresses, trying to merge-even then-with her. Yet when the curtain rose, I
realized that I was in an extreme margin-a quarter of the stage was
blocked from my rafter seat. After the disappointment settled, I
found that chis marginality opened up a whole new perspective. Each
ballet dancer multiplied from one to five as her angled shadows
mimicked her on the side wall-hidden from the traditional audience yet within my awkward view. My eye fell to the orchestra pit
below; the bows slid through notes together, score pages fell off
stands, the director wiped sweat from his forehead, and I found joy
in my marginal seat.
The four months ended, and I walked down my favorite
streets one last time: past the Chinese section with hanging pigs
dripping blood from the market doorsteps, along Porrobello Road
with Pakistani rugs and Mid-eastern embroideries, through
Queensway with its Arab immigrants sel ling miniature Big Bens
and Union Jack t-shirts. Ironically, my favorite streets were those
that led further from my own cultures. I was intrigued by the
unfamiliar; I was no longer threatened by it. These cultures
merged with the city yet retained their identity, their beauty. It was
at these moments-as my collective culture stood with theirs-that
I felt most human.
Twilight was night and day simultaneously. This was my
favorite time to observe the cities and towns I found myself and my
backpack in during the next seven weeks. Almost magically, this new
sky brought the young and old together in Madrid 's parks, just as
light and dark merged. Parque de Realto 's sidewalks were cluttered
with children massed in front of each traveling puppet show; twentysomethings gathered near the Latin bands; the aged watched the last
shafts of evening's lights as they sat near the Iago's edge. On Sunday,
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newly confirmed girls roamed through the park in white dresses with
their families, often carrying bouquets of dappled flowers.
Watching them, I recalled a white dress that I once wore. My
mom sewed a white dress for my baptism and weaved white ribbons
through the lace eyelets. After the baptism, she replaced the white
ribbons with colorful ones so I could use the dress for church. Later
as I attended mass with my grandmother and aunt, I knew my white
dress conflicted with the cross-symbol my grandmother wore around
her neck. We entered a building of whitewashed walls and slabs of
dark windows with spiderweb designs. From the inside view, the
stained glass windows suddenly transformed into intense spectrums of
color, and its rays would accompany the pastor's incomprehensible
words. I remained sitting when my grandmother and aunt rose to
receive the Eucharist to the pastor's repetition, "body of Christ,"
"body of Christ," "body of Christ." I watched the kneeling believers,
noting the worn soles of their shoes and the dusty hems of their pants.
Reaching upwards towards the bread chips, their hands
------"THIS WAS MY
joined together at a cross at the palms while mine remained
motionless in my lap. This was, to my memory, the first
sharp conflict between my Catholic and Mormon heritages.
PLACE,
l couldn't sleep one night in Venice, so I walked to
the balcony of the youth hostel. Along the city's skyline
IN BETWEEN
were eclectic domes and cathedral spires, their lights
reflecting in the watery canals below. Truth was found
there, I thought, just as in the small places I encountered,
CRASHING WAVES
each making art on its small stage. I remembered the rice
still on the Spanish cathedral floor from a previous day's
wedding, the old man who shared his hymn book with me AND A TRANQUIL
in France, the arguments that would develop in a Florence
LDS Sunday school, the vivid intricate patterns painted over
SKY."
the towering holy walls of a Budapest cathedral. This was
my idea of living, of encountering not only one rosy color,
but a spectrum of grays, blues, reds. One Sunday a chapel couldn't
be found; instead, I hiked to an overhang of the massive cliffs on
England's southern Dorset edge. Its concave shape made me feel as if
I were suspended in air, with no land below the edge in sight. The
water's crashing waves against the cliff were all that could be seen,
and all I could think was that this was my place, in between crashing
waves and a tranquil sky, belonging to neither yet finding a place in
the discomfort of both.
Before returning to school, I stopped in Omaha to visit relatives
1 had not seen since I was a child. I told my great-aunt I had always
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wanted to see a fireAy, and that night-while my relatives fanatically
argued baseball-she called me outside.
"The Aickerin' ones in the trees are the females, " she informed
me. 'The males stay near the ground. They can't fly," she added
with a snicker.
We sat in the front steps, watching for their twinkling orangishred light as she puffed her cigarette, creating her own orange lightAicker in the darkness.
"You gain' back to Utah for school?"
"Yeah. In September."
"You Utah folks are reenactin' your trek across America right
now, at least that's what Katie said on Today. "
"They are."
"Just down the street is a Mormon cemetery. It's always been
on Mormon Street, but I never connected the two 'til your family
became Mormons. "
The following evening I walked to the cemetery. Winter Quarters
was etched in the bronze marker. I ascended the stone steps to a hiU of
weathered graves. Alone, I walked to different stone slabs, finding that
most names had withered away through time, disintegrated from the
scone's surface. As I walked over the sidewalk, a hole less than a yard
long was cut out from the concrete where an unknown baby's bones
had been found, a grave unmarked through the decades. Where I
stood, once stood a grieving mother, her child almost ripped from
her live body and buried in the dead earth. It was here where birth
and death met, here where God had been present in both. I kneeled
and touched the grave's inverted outlines with my hands, and for
once, felt at one with my cultures-my grandmother's own buried
here, my other grandmother's own buried just outside city lines near
their Nebraskan homestead. Here my ancestors were connected in
location and rime; my Catholic ancestors fleeing a devastated Ireland
during the potato famine, and my Mormon ancestors escaping a persecuting British colony of South Africa. My blood farmed the
Nebraskan land as my other blood crossed this land coward their
own. And in their plights, both merged in aching devotion to a
single God. That day, in me, they merged again in location and time
as I stood where they once stood. The dark storm clouds draped the
sky like a theater of God: the hills cast a dim scene; the drooping
clouds, a curtain; and the sliver of a sunset filtered between cloud
and hill like light seeping under a closed skirt lining the stage.

My Father, in White Hospital Sheets
Autumn Pettit
Yo u tell me white reminds you of toilet paper, ice cream, and snow.
And my mother's stationery,
white crackling paper, filled with the spirals
of her handwriting. Baptism, I say,
thinking of the way you must have co mpared the whiteness
of the skin with the ski n of the others,
inside the elbow, just below the co llarbone,
under the navel. And envelopes, and the white of eggs
cooked at breakfast, yo u continue.
I think of clean socks and t-shircs on wash
day and the way she wo uld iron your white
shirts Saturday nights, so that you would be ready
for church, she said,
but really because the white dawn
was scraping through our windows and you weren't home
yet. At church I learned white is puriry;
at this hospital I learned it is pain.
As a ch ild I cou ldn 't cell the differencemy mother was both.
I as ked her once, when we were
doing laundry, how bleach works. Is it a forgiveness?
Or does it simply cover the stain with white?
She told me to ask you.
But as you lie in this foreign bed, pale and submissive,
I understand chat you could not
answer me, had I the fa ith to ask.

Street Story
Kris ta Halverson

H

at five o'clock Wednesday
afternoon. I turn a corner; he follows. I sl ip into a
grocery store. He gets a cart and starts putting things into
it. I walk to the produce section. He needs some carrots.
When l tiptoe by the candy, he gets a Hershey's bar.
He turns back onto the street soon after I leave the
store. He has a newspaper and I have a rock in my sneakers.
I sit on a bench next to an old man with nose hair and a
bus schedule. I wait for the man with the newspaper to
walk past, but he doesn't. A sneak look behind and I see
him talking to a woman. Maybe asking for directions.
Maybe just pretending. I stand up and yawn loudly. I mm
away. He is following me again.
Into the post office. He produces a letter from the
front pocket of his purple jogging suit and gets in line. I
stand by the stamp machine and wait for him to put his
credit card away. l have half a pack of M&Ms in my pocket.
l eat a few, then drop a couple-both green. What is it
teenagers say about green M&Ms? I try not to worry too
much. Maybe he doesn't know about green.
At the park I stop to stretch my calves, leaning on a picnic
table. There is a couple arguing over a dog on a tight leash. I
would go and solve their problem ifI didn't have one of my
own. He is standing behind a blue Nissan, transferring information from the "for sale" sign into a little black book. I am
bold and I stare back at him. He doesn't look up. We go
E STARTS FOLLOWING ME
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another block or two. He is a good citizen; he picks up trash. I pick
up trash too because we all have a responsibility to pick up trash and
to vote. I think he is a Libertarian.
It's getting dim and the kids are running into houses up and
down the street. Two point five children per home. This is one of
the better neighborhoods with a city address. There are block home
signs in every other window.
Suddenly he turns onto a side street. I have to walk back three
houses to catch up with him . I tread loudly, walking through a
puddle by the sidewalk and squishing my tennis shoes right behind
him. Closer, and I am almost at his heels-faster, now if he stops we
will collide and fall down together in the middle of the street.
A teenager breezes past us on his bicycle and the street is quiet. I
am close enough to feel the disturbed air flurry around my cheek and
lay a long strand of brown hair across my face. I lift my hand to
brush it away and he is watching my shadow move ahead of us on
the street.
'Tm going to stop now," he says.
"Fine," I say, pulling the rest of my hair from its ponytail and
holding the elastic in my teeth as I braid it around front.
But he doesn 't stop and I move to the side, pretending to ignore
him, and watch the streetlights buzz on and off, warming up for the
night.
"Shouldn't you get home?" he asks. "Feed your cat or something?"
I look at him; he is about two years younger than me, maybe
twenty-six. A skinny guy who probably laughs like a skinny guy. I
want to know how he laughs so I stick around. He wants me to leave
so he can go back to his stalker hang-out and drink black coffee and
aspire to anarchy. He is an atheist with a heart of gold who tries to
be tough but can't even follow a girl home.
"That really bothers you, doesn't it?" I say, but I don 't explain
what and he doesn't ask.
I start noticing other things about this stranger trying to outwalk me in the dark. His hair is pale and his skin looks thin and
drawn tight across his face, like a hungry bird or paper held up to a
window. His eyes may be light; the whites bulge slightly and reflect
the overhead streetlights. He turns his head at an angle away from
me. He is getting annoyed. For a moment I am afraid.
We haven't walked much further when he leans too far on his
shoe and his leg jerks swiftly downward. In an instant he has
regained his balance but his patience is gone.
"What," he says, almost without opening his mouth, "do you
want?" His paper face is turning red and dark. I doubt now that I
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will hear him laugh. Does he ever laugh at all? It is hard to imagine
he will ever recover from chis mood. This pleases me in a peculiar way.
I let him get ahead. I'm in no hurry and I have a feeling. I start
to whiscle.
His shoulders rise a liccle at chis and his stiff pace quickens.
There is a sound up ahead from the bushes, and his head Aicks in its
direction. There is no one there but it makes me wonder where we
are going and whose door he will use to shut me out. I hope it will
belong to a beautiful woman. His age, but stronger than him, and
demanding. I hope she will lean from the door as he whispers in her
ear, and strain to see me as I recede into the dark.
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Appomatox Battleground Tour
Whitney Fox
W hen our to ur guide says, "This is Am eri ca n
as apple pie," I am skeptical. She po ints to the grass
heaving under co rn ers where
a steel monument grazes an ear of the sky. Sharin g o ur D.A. R. heri tage, we read
the thin pam phlet and turn pages in synch ro ni zed time
to a taped snare beating
like a thin heart beatin g.
Maybe o ur own. W e think of this as trul y A meri ca nan afternoo n of surplus time
meets Brother W alt's leaves of Grass.
D o we read
more between the battle lines where
histo rians have forced emotio n? W here
o nly a sto ne marks the place, men beat
down o ther men in the sfum ato of daguerreotypes. I read
the pamphlet and o nly want ice cream. Now this is American.
In m y mind , I see wo men, memo ri als in rh e grass
and wind whipping cl otheslines. " H ere," she po ints, "was a time
when days we re measured in anti-rime,
when wo men we re slaves to weather and pl undering soldiers, where- "
I push the grass
with my toe. W as this worth dy ing fo r? A man bearing
a woman was expected of an American?
I wo nder fo r which: the man o r the wo man? and co ntinue to read
the pamphlet that te lls less the mo re I read.
It's the Japanese tourists who've go t it right this timelambswool sweaters fo lded with tissue, all o f A merica
in a Bennetto n bag. T hey press toge ther with came ras where
mothers and grandmothers once beat
hooked ru gs, co ncealed do uble-barreled guns. T he grass
still sweeps the floo r of the sky. "This grass
has seen it all ," the to ur guide reads

my thoughts. "Look! Here was the final battle. Beating
had its drawbacks, though. A rime
of mourning swept the country." Did pioneering women ask Why? Is this where
we have to go to reach America?
The Virginian grass smells old for its rime.
I read the language of the rocks, where
women bear cream into burrer, waiting for their own America.

Wreck
Jason Lindquist

when she bought clothes, she
picked things that made her look thicker. She stared
at the ceiling, splayed her skinny legs out across the bed,
and sighed into the phone-Connell was saying something
to her. Mick jammed the phone deeper down between her
shoulder and ear, wondering why she couldn't gain weight
where it counted.
'Tm sorry ifl made you mad," Con said over the
phone. Mick's mom used to say that getting thicker would
come along just fine by itself. Mick thought she saw a cockroach moving along the wire hanging down from the spider-crack in the ceiling. Her father had run a phone cord
over from the kitchen.
"Is something wrong, Mick?" Con said. Mick groaned
a little. Like she couldn't take care of herself. Connell was
too sensitive, apologizing when she cried, delivering flowers
and compliments as if it were his fault. It never was. He
would have known, of course-and right away-if he had
done her dirt.
"If it was something I did, I'm sorry," Con said. Mick
hung up on him-"sorry" made her crazy. She could almost
see his soft brown eyes misting up at her click. He needed
to toughen up.
Mick's father was in the next room: a big, cracked man
without a shirt, hunched over the stove, splitting brown
eggs over oily, rumpled sausage. The eggs smoked, kicking
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hot oil out onto the counter. Her dad 's name was Carry, but it
shouldn't have been. He had big hunched shoulders that rolled when
he walked. Fat sat thick on his haunches, but you couldn't tell it
when he was dressed.
Mick's mom wasn't around anymore, bur Mick stayed with her
dad so she could finish school in town. Every rime she hung up on
Con, she thought maybe she'd start dating college guys. She could have.
From the kitchen, Dad grunted, "Get off the phone, Mick. I
have to call my crew."
"You can call your crew later," Mick shot back. She sat the cordless on the bed. He'd find out she wasn't even on the phone soon
enough . He stamped around the kitchen and rattled a cupboard door
which squawked on its hinges like a kicked chicken.
Five minutes later he swung her door open, one-handing his plate,
pinching his fork between the old chipped ceramic and his thumb.
He smelled like road tar, sweat, and orange juice. On his way in, he
banged the plate against the door and nearly tossed egg and oil all
over Mick's bed. He looked at the phone.
"Thought you were in here gushing at your boy," Carry said.
"Nah," Mick said. Dad walked out with the phone. Mick
looked at the fake-wood grain electronic clock. 9: 15 p.m. Dad hated
the night shift; he wanted to get down to the site and double-up
with the end of the swing shift so he could get home earlier-said he
couldn't sleep with the light streaming down out of the sky and
through his window. He'd get up and walk around the house in the
middle of the day for a while, blitzed tired.
Outside her door: "Well, wake up, drive over there and drag
idiot-brain out of bed, OK? Be at the site in twenty minutes. I'll pick
up Hansen. " It snowed chat night.
In the wrecking yard out by che lake, Connell tore che gucs out of
dead cars. The night after Mick hung up on him, he walked through
che wrecking yard, looking thin in rough, blue overalls-looking like
he had room to move. It wasn't a bad job in the summer-the heat
came off the cars and Con walked between chem tenderly, like
through a rose garden, bending and twisting to avoid blunt, ominous
bumpers and metal tendrils chat launched themselves across his path.
In early December the cold would come off che lake and hunker
down over the wrecking yard. The mud turned grey-something
about oil and antifreeze soaking into the dire.
Sometimes he and his swing-shift mate Jeb would find stray
dogs or coyotes dead among the wrecks, with candied antifreeze
death still dripping from their tongues.
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"Poor lap-dog," Jeb would always say.
"Yeah," Con would say, "They can't sray away." Con and Jeb
would chip away at the frozen ground behind rhe utility vehicles
until they dug deep enough to bury the dogs.
This rime of year ir got dark two hours before his shifr ended,
and no one came to a wrecking yard after dark. So, unless Phil had
an engine for them to break down or someone wanted a headlamp
assembly for an '83 Buick Regal or something, Con would sir on the
co ncrete just inside the split plywood door where the hear came off
the old radiator. Some winter evenings he would walk around with a
black flashlight, straightening up a little, locating cars, or just walking
around flashing the beam down rows oflare 80s Ford Tempos with
their hunkered-down hoods and four doors cramped into their torsos.
He would look up at the pile of long-snouted Monte Carlos
and down where rhe truck cabs popped up against rhe sky,
round and dented, like heads in a whack-a-mole booth.
"IN A WRECKJNG
Con didn' t mind the working hours-meant he could
pick up a decent shift and still go to school. Phil, who owned
the place, lived right next door to Con-Phil had taught him
how to break down a lawnmower when he was eight.

YARD OUT BY

THE LAKE,
The next night Con was back on the phone with Mick.
"Didn't see you today, " Con said.
"Yeah, I was in hiding," Mick said. 'Tm being stalked. "
CONNELL TORE
"You've been watching too much TV, " Con said.
He could hear his brother's TV through the drywall.
THE GUTS OUT
Mick lived about two miles from the wrecking yard, but
Con lived up near the foothills. It was a long walk.
"You saying no one would want to stalk me?" Mick said. OF DEAD CARS."
"No ma'am," Con said. He stared at the ceiling spackle,
wondering how they did char. Mick's dad could probably tell
him. His brother was watching some kind of police drama.
"I thing you're worthy to be stalked," Con added.
"Don ' t joke about stalking me, " Mick said. "You know my dad.
He's got a shotgun hanging in that big Dodge. " Con knew that
Mick's dad would probably shoot him ifhe got the chance. Mick spoke
again, "Could you come over?"
At work, Phil told Con, "Go check on my babies," like he
always did, rubbing his bald head, worrying that someone might be
prowling around the yard. Some days Phil would walk around all day
with long black oil smears running from forehead to his hairline,
way-back where the baldness met his hair.
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If Con was out checking the yard, and if he was tired, or if the
wind was just right, or if there was a cold, bright moon casting gargoyle shadows, the cars would sway and creak and cry faintly, like
the tearing of metal. He'd poke around for the sound, but would
lose himself in the tangle of iron. He liked it better when Jeb came
with him, because then he didn't hear that sound as much.
Jeb always said that unless you had time, know-how, and equipment, you couldn 't steal anything from this place anyway; plus, guys
with equipment and know-how had real jobs. The place still scared
Con though, even though Jeb was right. On this night, Jeb came
with him.
"How's the girl?" Jeb asked.
"Who?"
"You know who, " Jeb said. "Doctor said you in love yet?"
"You know it's not like that," Con said. He shined his flashlight
down between two Impalas and grunted like he saw something.
"Only way I can get you to say anything," Jeb shrugged. They
side-stepped a sink where a torn-out muffler stuck out from thin
milky-white ice.
"She says I'm too apologetic," Con admitted.
"Uhh," Jeb said.
A late model suburban loomed ahead, right side jammed in, like
somebody had tried to put the passenger door through the other
side. There was still blood in that one, and a lot of good parts were
already stripped. Didn 't see an untouched front-end like that too
often, though.
"Guy come in here yesterday looking for a hood for '69
Camero," Jeb said. "Like he's going to find any of those that ain 't
been stripped to the wiper-blades. Said he was restoring it. "
"He should have known better," Con said.
"He came down here, that's what I don't get, " Jeb said. "Then
he asked ifhe could come out here and look around himself. "
"Guess he's desperate," Con said.
"Yeah, I guess," Jeb said.
Two weekends before Christmas, Mick's dad brought home
some woman. She was pretry and wide with long black hair, not a
day over twenty-five.
"This is Mary Ann," Carry said, "that's Mick." Mary Ann
squealed.
"Nice to meet you," Mick nodded to Mary Ann and asked,
"You work asphalt with Dad, or what?" Mary Ann was digging
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around in her purse and pretty soon was combing out her black hair,
chinking about Mick's question.
"She doesn't work for me," Mick's dad said.
"I cut Carry's hair," Mary Ann offered, "Maybe I could give you
a make-over."
Carry said, "We're going out to Wendover. I don 't chink we'll
be back tonight."
"We' re going to gamble," Mary Ann giggled.
"You got to make the most of a Sunday," Mick said.
Carry and Mary Ann left in his truck. Carry left ten bucks for
her dinner. After they walked out, Mick lay down on the frayed sofa
and wedged her head up against the ratty arm and grabbed the
remote. She looked around.
"What chis place needs is a Christmas tree," she said.
A week later, on the last day of school before Christmas
break, Mick waited for Con outside the shuttered trailers
behind the main building. She picked him out of the scream
of kids, pulled him between two trailers, and pushed him
up against the wall. She was strong for being so skinny, and
she tried to put him through the flaking walls of the trailer.
Mick came up to his nose, and looked like a blue-eyed
hawk. She pressed her nose against his cheek and breathed
on his face .
'Tm sorry I hung up on you last night. My dad was
being an idiot," she said.
"Yeah?" Con said.
"He was walking around swearing at the TV," she
explained, "yelling at his crew on the phone."
"Could be worse," Con said. Mick pushed up against his
lips and left.

"THEY HADN'T

HAD THI S MUC H

FIVE YEARS."

By the end of school that day, Mick was throwing Con out of
her locker.
"I don't care who she was, and I don't care what you were
studying," she said.
"Come on, I don't even know her last name, Mick," Con said.
"I r's even worse that way." She launched his American History
book across the locker hall. Ir hit the wall right above some bug-eyed
freshman and dropped onto the carpet.
"I have never been so humiliated, " she said. She wrenched open
the metal loops of his three-ring binder and opened it above her head,
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like an A-frame house or an umbrella, and rook three wobbling hops
around, shaking all of his papers loose.
Con just looked at her. Pursed his lips. "l didn 't do an ything."
"Thar's wh at my dad used ro say," Mick said.
"] didn 't do anything," Co n said. A crowd was gathering.
A slug- nosed junior said , "Man , she's o n fire! " Co n kept looking
at Mick, but he saw all th eir faces, Carson , Maxfi eld, Whitman,
Moore. Mick was sobbing, throwing things around .
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After that day, Mi ck didn ' t see Con; it was hard ro get up the
hill ro hi s house without her dad's truck, and he didn ' t like waking
up and findin g it gone. Besides, Co n kept sending her sappy no tes,
whi ch just made her angry again . Of course he hadn ' t don e anything with chat girl she'd seen him with. H e was n' t th at
ty pe. So she kept busy. She bought a tree and deco rated
it. Her dad grunted at it when he ca me ho me in th e
morning and th e lights were on . Mi ck made dinners for
" TH E NEXT DAY,
her dad .
"W e've got work ro do, ge ntlemen ," he said o n th e
phone on the twenty-third . "A little overtim e never hurt
CON AND J EB
an yone. "
"D ad , do n' t as k them ro wo rk on C hristmas Eve,"
FOUND A BODY
Mi ck said. "Their wives will kill ch em. "
"Ir's up ro th em," Dad said .
"They' ll do wh atever they think you want them to. "
AT TH E WRECKShe was stringing po pcorn toge ther, like her mom used
to do every C hristm as. Mi ck had already made two
ING YARD ."
wreaths.
" Do n' t do that," Carry said .
"The po pcorn ?"
"Yeah," Carry said . "What happened to Co n, an yway?"
" I do n' t know," Mi ck said .
"If you don ' t kiss and make up soo n, yo u' re go ing to bu ty this
ho use in C hri stmas," D ad sa id .
"Yeah," Mick said, "So?" T hey hadn't had this much C hristmas in
fi ve years. Dad sat with his back ro the tree. T he lights blinked softly.
"It might break my heart," he said , and went back ro work.
Christmas had come and go ne, and Phil had taken down the
string of C hristm as lights hanging in th e offi ce-had taken the bows
off the two gutted Oldsmobiles chat watched the yard , like two
guardian sphinxes, protecting che wide gate by which wrecked cars
entered.
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"O ldsmobile Station Wagon, 1968. Best car I ever seen," Phil
would say about them. "Wish I had ten of 'em."
"Yeah, Phil, " Jeb would say, "real flashy. "
The next day, Con and Jeb found a body at the wrecking yard.
Pretty quick, rhe body was all over the news-how Con and Jeb had
been out near dark in the sedans, running down a passenger side door
on a Caprice, and had seen it. Three-day-old corpse, shot through the
chest a dozen times and still dressed for Wall Street with hundreddollar shoes, set up like a joke in the driver's seat of a Lincoln , hand
up on the steering wheel like he was going on a road trip, only
slumped forward a little.
"Apparently fell asleep at the wheel," Jeb had said co Con, only
that didn ' t make the papers. Co n had just stood there and stared
wild-eyed at it, flashing his beam around in the cold twilight air. The
news just said two unnamed workers found the body, so as co protect
their anonymity-prevent them from coming co harm.
"Anonymity, hell," said Jeb. "O nly three guys are ever here
evenings-everybody knows that."
It was late afternoon in early January when Mick ran away. She
ran down the street past the C hristmas trees piled nearly on the sidewalk, out through the trailer park and its split-bark woods, over a
fence and south through the vacant lot until she came co the railroad
bridge. It was a bright winter afternoo n, and Mick looked down at
the cars passing under, through the dugway and out coward the west.
She'd never been there, so she stood on the railroad causeway,
watching the windshields catching the sun and casting it up at her.
Every time Mom had been ready co leave, Mick had heard her father
saying the same thin g. 'T m sorry," he had said again and again.
Whenever Con said he was sorry, all she could see was her father,
leaning over the kitchen table, arms splayed and gripping the
Formica, forearm muscles tensing and flexing. Dad's arms never went
completely pale, even in the long winter, even working graveyarda lot of women thought those strong arms were beautiful. Mom had
thought they were beautiful. And Dad would stand there like a
mountain , staring at her, saying, "Come on, I know you can forgive
me. " And Mom would cry.
Mick looked down at the cars. She could have sat down on the
edge of the causeway, dangling her legs over the traffic, tossing pebbles
off and cracking people's windshields, but she started running again,
out over th e bridge, across the traffic, onto the other side.
As she ran, a warm wind blustered up our of the west, sweeping
the haze out of the valley. It pushed clouds up over the mountains
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and they spilled down toward the valley floor. This wind would
bring a storm. She'd see it on the news. For now it was just a sweet
wind clearing the sky and breaking the clouds over the lake so the
sun could shine through and light it up. If you didn't look at the
steel mill out by the lake, the mountains and the clouds looked like
pictures of Switzerland, but the railroad tracks always led her eyes
out toward the mill. She stayed with the tracks; sometimes she ran,
sometimes she skipped from railroad tie to railroad tie, or balanced
on the rails, stick arms waving like a scarecrow's in the wind. No
trains ever seemed to come through here anymore. She ran past the
warehouses, the small-time manufacturing, the slag piles and the gravel
processing plants, out past scrap-iron dealers and the wrecking yards.
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The police had cordoned off the Lincoln and were walking
around with tape measures, cameras, and walky-talkys. The important ones carried cell phones. Jeb and Phil were standing next to the
yellow tape, leaning over it and looking at the officers like kids at the
zoo. Con was off looking for a side mirror for one of the police
Broncos.
"Broke the thing off on a telephone pole in Heber. Suspect proceeded lefr off the main road and out into a field. I misjudged the
angle. Forty-mile chase with no scratches," the cop had boasted,
"then that happens. Ir' d be nice if I could replace it real cheap. "
"Probably knocked it off coming out of his garage," Jeb had said
under his breath to Con.
Con wasn 't sure why the police were here. They weren 't going
to find anything, and they'd taken the body away days ago. A couple
of old farmers were poking around the sedans near the yellow tape,
pretending to check for windshield wipers off a Chevy Malibu.
Pretty soon they stopped pretending and just stood there, hands in
their pockets at the edge of the tape, talking about the storm moving
in from the west.
"I seen it on TV," one farmer said . "Two feet of snow tonight. "
Con was cutting through the trucks towards the utility vehicles
when the wind came up, blowing the car stink off the lot like a picnic
blanket. The afternoon sun glinted off the shattered glass under his
boots. Off to the west, out where the sun was brightest, against the
iron towers of the steel mill, Con thought he saw someone running
south along the railroad tracks.

Mishaps: A Catalog
Todd Samuelson
She was yours, Sasha the recalcitrant fish
who would eat nothing-you bought her
for the warmth of yellows along her sides rising
to the flame of the trailing fins, who
for all this was named for androgynynot enough personality, you said, to assign
a sex, though I always saw her as feminine.
The tank, we assume, was overfilled (water rising
past the plastic fern, up nearly to the edge)
for we found her stiff on the floor, now
a uniform, unrelenting red, fins brittle and curled
like the pages of my Alice in Wonderland, loaned
and left flat by your sill during the rain's percussion ,
bloated from the night's overfeeding,
floating on the top of your counter,
like the fallen leaf the wind pasted to your leg that I cried
to write a note on, my ballpoint passing through
the brittleness as easily as a hand into water-like Keats,
I said, you know the epitaph, and your vague nod,
like the mohawk, in the photo, of your then-boyfriend:
a formal dance, absurdly out of placetuxedoed but his hair brilliant red and rigid, a comb
on some exotic Colombian bird, rising as if immersed.
So I try to see the fish , jumping in the excitement
of assumed freedom or simple boredom, passing
the slim walls of the tank in passage to the floor.
And its death, evoking for you not grief
or even piry, only the questions.
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JENNIFER BLIGHT, a sophomore, is an English major from
Fredericksburg, Virginia. Jennifer became serious about writing in
high school, where she published some of her poetry in local
anthologies and won second place in the Virginia State High School
Poetry Contest. Her essay On Dance comes from her own dance
experiences. Jennifer began ballet training at age three. Thirteen
years later her hopes of being a professional dancer were ended by a
knee injury. Now she looks forward to a career in creative writing
and journalism.
SHANNON CASTLETON is currently a graduate student at BYU
with an emphasis in creative writing. She has won awards in the
Mayhew and other poetry contests. One of her poems was recently
published in the Kansas Quarterly/Arkansas Review.
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MFA at Arizona State. She has published poetry in Tar River Poetry,
The Sow's Ear Poetry Review, The South Ash Press, and Inscape. She has a
terrible habit of acquiring old books on Longfellow, human anatomy, and
etiquette. She collects teapots and rice recipes and enjoys baking bread.
STEPHAN CRAIG is a junior majoring in English. He is happily
married to Emily, an international relations graduate; they are living
on the west side of Provo and are waiting for Stephan to finish
school.
GLENDA DAY, theorizing that one could time travel within her own
lifetime, stepped into the Quantum Leap Accelerator and vanished . ..
Nope. That's not her ... There are Pretenders among us. Geniuses

who can beco me anything they .. . Nope. That's not her, either ...
She was Brought Across in 1228. Preyed on humans for their blood
. .. definitely not her.
Oh, well. She's not Dana Scully, Xena: Warrior Princess, or Captain
Kathryn Janeway of the Federation Starship Voyager. She is, however,
a high school English teacher and a High Priestess of pop culture,
who wants to grow up and run away with Lord Peter Wimsey. ls that
wrong?
JACOB FLINT lives in Atlanta, Georgia, where he plays a lot and
sometimes considers grad school.
WHITNEY Fox, while in the shower, thinks she is Ella Fitzgerald
in ca rnate. Between fini shing other peo ple's sentences and watching
circus fli cks, this junior from Pasco, Washington prances the globe
searching for good Thai food.

ERIC FREEZE, a senior in English, is from Alberta, Canada, eh? He
was awa rded an honorable mention , along with five gazillion other
peo ple, in the Vera Hinckley Mayhew contest for a poem about his
uncle whacking off the head of a pifiata. He likes a good root
brewsky and zany art fli es, and plans to one day circumnavigate the
globe in his '8 1 Honda C ivic hatchback "Thor. "
NATHAN FURR, a senior in English, grew up in Oregon along the
Willamette River, where he enjoyed crewing to the rhythm of the
water. After his BA he plans to get an MFA in creative writing and
go on for a PhD to fulfill his dream of being a renowned scholar at
the universiry level.
KRISTA HALVERSON is an English major in her third year at
BYU. She grew up in Oregon on the Columbia River Gorge but feels
at home wherever there are pine trees. Her ambitions are to drive
across every state in the U.S. and to live in Montana. She has never
been to Italy.
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JONATHAN HART is a junior from St. Paul, Minnesota, majoring
in English. He is currently editor-in-chief of the publication Student
Review. He won first place in the Ann Doty Fiction Writing Contest.
He has long had an interest in creative writing and plans to pursue a
career in writing and academics.
KIM HOWEY is a junior from the deserts of Nevada double majoring in English and socio-cultural anthropology. She currently works
as editor of Insight, the honors undergraduate journal, and as an editorial intern at Brigham Young Magazine.
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SAM R. KENNEDY is a senior majoring in illustration and film,
and he enjoys his work with animation. He lives with his wife Susan
and his adorable baby daughter Zoe.
JASON LINDQUIST currently resides with his ravishing and brilliant wife Danille in Anahola, Hawai'i, where they are spending ten
months volunteering for Habitat for Humanity. In addition to building low-income housing and writing fiction, Jason enjoys eating
good cheese, listening to Johnny Cash albums, playing basketball ,
and pondering the question "What is poetry?"
AUTUMN PETTIT is a junior majoring in English with a creative
writing emphasis. She writes poetry, fiction, and personal essays. She
began writing in elementary school in Puyallup, Washington, where
she lived before coming to BYU. She attributes her love of literature
to her mom , who taught her to read, and to her dad, who taught her
to appreciate the value of good books.
TODD SAMUELSON has graduated from BYU, and he now is
working on a master's degree in English at Boston College. His interests include film (Hong Kong and otherwise), palindromes, contortionism, and monster trucks.
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